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FOREWORD

Jens Stoltenberg

NATO Secretary General

I

n 2018, I had the honour of hosting His Majesty King Felipe VI at NATO headquarters. His visit
coincided with the 40th anniversary of the new Spanish Constitution. After the dark decades
of dictatorship under Franco, Spain had sought a new path, one committed to freedom,
democracy and the rule of law. Its new constitution saw Spain become a fully-fledged member
of the international community. In 1982, it would take its place as the 16th member of our Alliance,
joining a family of democratic nations across Europe and North America.

NATO membership was an important part of Spain’s transition to democracy. In the words
of the then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Marcelino Oreja, Spain’s membership of NATO would
help “maintain the rhythm of Spanish integration into Europe”. NATO membership helped to
turn the page permanently on military rule and anchored Spain’s transition to democracy.
Since then, Spain has stood united with its NATO Allies in maintaining security across the
Euro-Atlantic area, protecting our people and our shared values.
With both Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts, Spain holds a vital strategic position. Resting
at the crossroads between Europe, Africa and North America, it is both a border between
continents and a bridge between cultures. As such it plays a central role in protecting us from
threats from all points of the compass.
Over the past four decades, Spain has contributed greatly to our Alliance. At the previous
NATO Summit in Madrid in 1997, under the leadership of Secretary General Javier Solana,
former adversaries became new friends. Hungary, Poland and the Czech Republic, all former
members of the Warsaw Pact, opened formal talks to join our Alliance. Thanks to NATO’s
‘Open Door’ policy, there are now thirty nations sitting around the table of the North Atlantic
Council, taking decisions together on our future security.
Spain’s experience in NATO has made its military more modern, more capable and more
deployable. Whenever I have met Spanish service men and women, I have always been
impressed with their dedication and their professionalism. They are a key part in NATO
missions and operations. Spanish forces have helped maintain the stability of the Western
Balkans through NATO missions in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in Kosovo.
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They also contributed to our mission in Afghanistan and I honour all those who served so
bravely there, especially the 35 Spanish soldiers killed in action and the 62 soldiers who lost
their lives in a tragic air crash as they were making their way home to their families.
Today, Spanish soldiers are a crucial part of NATO’s training mission in Iraq. Spanish pilots
take part in Baltic Air Policing. Spanish sailors serve in our Maritime missions. Spain has Patriot
missile batteries in Turkey and hosts the Aegis Ballistic Missile Defence ships in Rota.
The values that are at the heart of modern Spain lie also at the heart of our Alliance. But today,
these values are under threat and facing an authoritarian push-back from Russia and China. We
have entered an era of growing global competition and increasingly complex security threats.
Brutal terrorism, sophisticated cyber-attacks, disruptive technologies, nuclear proliferation
and the existential threat of climate change also challenge our security and our way of life. It is
up to all NATO Allies to guard against the forces that threaten our liberty and our democracy.
Next Summer, leaders will meet again in Madrid for our next NATO Summit. They will take
decisions that will shape the future of our Alliance through the next decade and beyond. They
will take concrete steps to strengthen NATO as the indispensable forum to discuss, decide
and, when needed, act together on all issues that affect our security.
Given the unprecedented pressure on the rules-based international order, we will also deepen
our cooperation with like-minded countries and organisations, including the European Union
and countries in the Asia-Pacific, and seek new relationships with countries across Africa and
Latin America. With its historic and geographical ties, Spain will be key to these relationships.
At the Summit, NATO leaders will agree our Alliance’s next Strategic Concept. This will reflect
NATO’s ongoing adaptation and the rapidly evolving security environment. It will also reaffirm
NATO’s values and enduring purpose, the values that have shaped modern Spain, and the
enduring purpose that has kept our nations safe and free.
The 2022 Madrid Summit will further cement Spain’s role within the NATO Alliance, maintaining
peace and security and securing our values for generations to come.
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SPAIN IN NATO
A vision of the future

Margarita Robles

Minister of Defence

S

pain joined the Atlantic Alliance seeking the benefits of its political and military strength,
but from the outset was also willing to show its solidarity with any other ally that needed
it. In fact, Spain’s philosophy within the organisation has always been based on the
consideration of solidarity as the basic principle guaranteeing its strength and cohesion,
and we have demonstrated this in both words and actions on various occasions.

The role that Spain currently envisages for itself in NATO is still that of a security provider
to our allies and partners. We want to develop this concept so that it can be applied in a
future that seems challenging, full of changes and risks, but also of opportunities. We have,
therefore, established several axes upon which we intend to base our future contribution to
the Alliance.
The first of these axes aims to strengthen the organisation’s backbone, which continues to be
Collective Defence. Spain participates in multiple initiatives to this end, from the Euro-Atlantic
Deterrence and Defence Concept, to NATO’s reinforced maritime posture, including Missile
Defence –partly deployed at Rota Naval Base– and the Enhanced Forward Presence in the
Baltic countries.
The second axis seeks to promote maximum coordination with the European Union and to
achieve a leap forward in mutual trust between the two organisations at the Madrid Summit.
Stating that NATO and the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy are complementary
has become commonplace, but we do not get tired of saying it. The EU’s security instruments
are a vital complement to the Alliance’s deterrence and defence capabilities, from its network
of diplomatic delegations to its economic power and the “soft power” wielded by the Union
in areas where NATO actions might be considered sensitive.
The third axis focuses on the development of military and industrial capabilities and, in
this regard, we have submitted to NATO an ambitious programme that represents an
unprecedented technological step forward and strengthens what the Alliance considers
particularly valuable: our industrial base. These are projects comprising air, land and naval
assets and defence systems, fully in line with the objectives that NATO requests from and
assigns to our country.
Spain, as part of its constant strategic concern for an effective 360⁰ NATO, has presented
multiple food for thought and reflection documents. Along with the traditional lines of Spanish
strategic thinking, such as attention to the Mediterranean and Africa, without leaving Ibero-
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America behind, we must bear in mind that we are at the dawn of a technological revolution
in which artificial intelligence plays a key role. We are also in a process of energy transition
and we must face the daunting challenge of climate change. NATO needs to show itself as
a useful and reliable instrument in each of these aspects of the security of the 21st century.
The Alliance must also increase its capabilities to act in the Grey Zone, in cyberspace and
in outer space. Acting in new domains and applying new technologies inevitably opens up
a debate on the ethical boundaries we must set on the actions we carry out to guarantee
our security. In this debate, Spain will always advocate the preservation of our values and
principles.
The fourth axis refers to the growing importance of Human Security. In its Defence documents,
Spain has opted for an allied security and defence model that takes human security into
account as a natural complement to national security. The ability and willingness to meet the
needs of the populations in conflict areas is not only an ethical obligation, but also a powerful
tool for both conflict prevention and stabilisation in the aftermath of conflicts.
In this regard, Spain has played a leading role in ensuring that the Alliance applies the Women,
Peace and Security Agenda, mobilises the gender perspectives in operations, promotes the
fight against sexual violence in armed conflicts and promotes the Safe Schools initiative. All
this under the great umbrella of Resolution 1325 of the United Nations Security Council.
In short, we propose a NATO that is more united, stronger and better adapted to the challenges
of the 21st century. A NATO capable of deterring and persuading, of showing strength as well
as empathy. A NATO that underpins a rules-based international order and that ultimately
displays a more political nature.
Security in the 21st century does not completely break with the parameters of the 20th
century, but it does include new concepts and realities to which we need to adapt. Such
adaptation must also be agile and swift, as the phenomena that affect us are as fast-moving
as the times we live in.
Spain has felt protected within the Alliance and has made every effort to ensure that other
allies and partners also feel the same. We want to continue in this vein, and we hope that the
security we find in NATO will continue throughout this century that is so full of surprises and
uncertainties. This year, 2022, we look forward to the opportunity of renewing and meeting
this commitment at the Madrid Summit.
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SPAIN’S MILITARY
CONTRIBUTION
TO THE ALLIANCE

Teodoro E.
López Calderón

Chief of
Defence Staff (CHOD)

1982 | 2022

North Atlantic Council Meeting
©NATO

The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) came into being with the signing
of the Washington Treaty in 1949, in which
twelve nations on both sides of the Atlantic1
pledged to defend each other, in solidarity,
should one of them suffer aggression2.
Thus, the Atlantic Alliance3 has since linked
the defence of Canada and the United States
with a group of European countries and is
based on the United Nations Charter, which
recognises the right to self-defence in the
event of an attack.
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Spain became a NATO4 member in 1982 and
joined the Alliance’s new Military Structure on
1 January 1999. This meant the establishment
of a Permanent Military Representation
and the right to participate in Allied military
decision-making processes. It also led to the
1 Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg,

the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom and
the United States.

2 Article 5 of the Washington Treaty: ‘The Parties agree that

an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or
North America shall be considered an attack against them
all and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack
occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual
or collective self-defence recognised by Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties
so attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert
with the other Parties, such action as it deems necessary,
including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the
security of the North Atlantic area.’

3 
“NATO is the longest lasting and the most successful

alliance in history, but past success is no guarantee of future
success”: Jens Stoltenberg on the eve of the ministerial
meeting to mark the 70th anniversary of the signing of the
Atlantic Treaty (2019).

4 The process of Spain’s accession to the Atlantic Alliance

began after Prime Minister Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo’s
inauguration speech on 25 February 1981. On 2 December
1981, Spain informed the Alliance of its formal intention
to join the Washington Treaty and almost automatically
received an invitation from the North Atlantic Council to
begin the accession process. Thus, on 30 May 1982, Spain
became the sixteenth member of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization.
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presence of Spanish military personnel in different Alliance headquarters, both within and
outside our borders.
However, even before that date, the Spanish Armed Forces had the opportunity to take part
in various Alliance operations, particularly in the Balkans following the disintegration of the
former Yugoslavia.
During these 40 years of Spain’s active participation in the Alliance, more than 125,000 men
and women have taken part in operations abroad under NATO command.
Four decades of continuous effort beyond our borders, on all flanks, in line with NATO’s
360-degree approach.
Spain has been and continues to be a ‘host nation’ for various Alliance structures. In the
NATO Command Structure (NCS) with the former Joint Sub-Regional Headquarters Southwest,
which later became the Land Component Command (1997-2011), based in Retamares, Madrid.
Currently with the Combined Air Operations Centre at Torrejón (CAOC-TJ), the successor to
the five CAOCs that covered the Southern Europe region. The NATO Force Structure (NFS)
includes the High Readiness Maritime HQ in Rota (Cadiz) and the High Readiness Land HQ in
Bétera (Valencia).
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Spain is also host to the Counter-Improvised Explosive Devices Centre of Excellence (C‑IED
CoE) in Hoyo de Manzanares (Madrid), which is an organisation outside NATO structures,
although it is certified by NATO as a reference centre in the field of IEDs; and the Tactical
Leadership Programme (TLP) located in Albacete, an organisation made up of ten Allied
countries that supports NATO in the aviation field with doctrinal, conceptual and training
initiatives.

Spain´s accession to
the Alliance 1982.
© Revista Española
de Defensa
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Patrol in ISAF 2010.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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A significant number of Spanish military personnel have lost their lives since we started
participating in NATO operations. Each of these lives is a clear testimony to the solidarity and
commitment of Spain and its Armed Forces, not only to our allies, but also to international
peace and stability.
Today, Spain is demonstrating its commitment to NATO, both by making a financial contribution
(Spain is the eighth largest contributor) and by providing resources and capabilities (Spain is
among the top five countries in the Alliance).
Moreover, regarding participation in operations, we are the seventh largest partner in terms of
troop contributions, regardless of the region where the operation takes place. For example, we
are currently contributing with our allies to the enhanced Forward Presence mission (eFP) in
Latvia, as a deterrent force on the Eastern Flank, or to NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) as a Cooperative
Security mission on the Alliance’s Southern Flank.
And in the past, during the Balkan crisis, more than 48,000 Spanish troops took part in the various
operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo, while in ISAF more than 27,000 men and women
supported the Afghan people in those distant lands.
The Alliance’s assessment of Spain’s contribution to its military capabilities is very positive, as
our commitment as an Allied nation is taken into account in our defence planning and weapons

1982 | 2022

A400M of the
31st Wing.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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and materiel procurement programmes, as well as the fact that most Spanish forces are declared
available for NATO planning.
Specifically and by area, Spain offers the Alliance a series of very important capabilities,
including:
– On the ground, in addition to being one of the few countries with the willingness and
ability to support allied Corps-entity deployments, thanks to NATO’s Rapid Deployment
Corps Headquarters (HQ NRDC-ESP), the Army can provide combat support assets for
deployments of division-sized task forces. The Civil Guard also provides gendarmerietype force capabilities.
– In the naval sphere, in addition to the on-board Command and Control capability (High
Readiness Maritime Headquarters), the Navy provides amphibious ships with naval
aviation capability, the Marine Infantry Brigade, frigates, logistic supply ships, submarines
and minehunters.
– In the aerospace field, the Air Force participates in NATO’s IAMDS5 with its radar systems
and alert aircraft, and provides the Alliance with airlift capabilities, in-flight refuelling
aircraft, MEDEVAC (medical evacuation), Personnel Recovery and ISR (Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance) assets.
Some of these capabilities are available to the Alliance for integration into the NATO Response
Force, with the aim of almost immediate deployment in case of need.

5 NATO Integrated Air and Missile Defence System.
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NATO restructured its Reaction Forces in 2016, spearheading the creation of the Very High
Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF). Spain took the lead of the land component of the first VJTF
and provided the bulk of the forces, demonstrating the Alliance’s confidence in Spain.
This VJTF is part of the NATO Response Force (NRF), which is composed, among others, of
Standing Naval Forces in the maritime domain.
Of particular note in the air domain is the Enhanced Air Policing (eAP), which is part of NATO’s
security measures introduced in 2014 following Russia’s annexation of the Crimean peninsula.
The participation of our Armed Forces in 32 Smart Defence allied international cooperation
projects6, out of a total of 86 NATO projects, is also seen as highly positive. Spain is also leading
the project on Allied Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD) Education and Training.
Without forgetting what NATO membership means, the Alliance provides us with collective
360º security, an improvement in doctrine and thinking on security and defence in all areas, the
development of industrial capabilities, which means technological progress that strengthens our
industry, standardisation of techniques and procedures and, therefore, full interoperability with
our allies, leading to greater capacity and speed of response in the event of a crisis anywhere in
the world.

25

Frigate Cristóbal
Colon (F-105) at
SNMG-2, 2011.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

6 Smart Defence: an initiative launched by NATO as a reaction to today’s complex geostrategic and economic landscape. It aims to use

cooperative and innovative solutions to address the need to remain as a credible organisation in terms of the resources devoted to
military capability development.

1982 | 2022
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Spanish soldiers in ISAF, 2013.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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With regard to operations, the Alliance’s current
multidimensional and comprehensive Strategic
Concept (Lisbon 2010) is based on three tasks:
Collective Defence7, Crisis Management8 and
Cooperative Security9. The combination of the
latter two is what has come to be known as
‘Stability Projection’.
Spain has participated in each of the tasks
defined in the Strategic Concept:
Specifically, all the operations that took
place in the Balkans in the 1990s following
the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia
fell under ‘Crisis Management’, while the
latest operations, related to the concept of
‘Deterrence and Defence’ on the Alliance’s
Eastern Flank, fall under ‘Collective Defence’.

Presentation of the Strategic Concept 2010.
SecGen Rasmussen. © NATO
28

In terms of ‘Cooperative Security’, Spain is one
of the main promoters of the Mediterranean
Dialogue (MD) partnership initiative with
the countries on the southern shores of the
Mediterranean (Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan,
Morocco, Mauritania, Tunisia).

All operations (22) in which Spain currently participates and has participated under the NATO
umbrella are listed below. They have been divided into three distinct phases: (1992-2003)
Adaptation Phase, (2000-2015) Maturity Phase and (2015-2021) Engagement Phase, according to
the periods of our country’s participation in them.

7 Collective defence is the cornerstone of NATO’s founding treaty. It remains the single, abiding principle that unites its members and

establishes a spirit of solidarity within the Alliance. This principle is enshrined in Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty.

8 Crisis management, as one of the fundamental tasks, may involve taking military and non-military measures to address all facets

of a crisis, whether before, during or after a conflict. The Alliance’s added value lies in its experience and capability, in proven
procedures and an integrated command structure. This capability enables the organisation to manage a wide range of situations in
an increasingly complex security environment, using a variety of political and military tools.

9 Over the past two decades, the Alliance has developed a network of structured partnerships with countries in the Euro-Atlantic

region, the Mediterranean and the Gulf region, as well as individual relations with partners around the world. Today, NATO pursues
dialogue and practical cooperation with its partner countries, and actively engages with other international actors and organisations
on a wide range of political and security issues.
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SH-60 Seahawk
landing on an F-100
frigate, SNMG2.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Frigate Cristóbal
Colón (F-105)
integrated in
SNMG2, 2021.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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SPAIN’S
PARTICIPATION
IN NATO
OPERATIONS

ADAPTATION PHASE

Crisis management
The Balkans

3.1

1992 Standing
Naval Forces

1982 | 2022

Submariners of the Sella minehunter
(M-32) in the NIRIIS 2019 exercise.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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NATO’s first Standing Naval Force was created in 1968 in response to the Soviet threat during
the Cold War. Its first area of operations was the North Atlantic and it was named Standing Naval
Force, Atlantic (STANAVFORLANT).
A similar force for the Mediterranean, the Standing Naval Force, Mediterranean (STANAVFORMED),
was created in the 1980s and was first activated in 1992.
Subsequently, both STANAVFORLANT and STANAVFORMED left their geographic focus and were
transformed into NATO’s Standing Naval Groups, which provide a permanent maritime presence
for the Alliance in the Euro-Atlantic maritime area.
In total there are four such multinational naval groupings: two of escort vessels (SNMG1 and 2)
and two of countermine measurement units (SNMCMG1 and 2).
These groups provide the Alliance with a naval presence and a continuous maritime capability
for operations as part of the NATO Rapid Reaction Force(NRF) or outside it, both in peacetime
and at times of crisis or conflict, with the NRF being the first force to be activated, even before a
crisis is declared.
The composition of an SNMG varies depending on Allied participation, but generally consists of
a group of between 4 and 8 frigates or destroyers, and a supply ship. Command of the forces
rotates on a one-year basis among participating nations and reports directly to the NATO Maritime
Commander in Northwood, United Kingdom.
Its usual areas of operation are the Atlantic, the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, the Baltic, the
Northern Flank and the Southern Corridor (from the Strait of Hormuz to the Suez Canal, including
the coasts of Somalia).
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During the 1990s these naval groupings took part in
the maritime embargo operation in the Adriatic Sharp
Guard and in 2001 began their participation in the
maritime counter-terrorism support operation Active
Endeavour in the Mediterranean.
At the request of the United Nations, SNMGs also
operated in the Indian Ocean, participating in
operation Ocean Shield to combat piracy and protect
World Food Program vessels, as well as in operation
Unified Protector during the Libyan crisis.
In general terms and at present, Spain’s planned
contribution to NATO’s standing naval groups is:
for SNMG2, a frigate-type ship for a six-month
period as command ship and a logistic supply ship
for a two-month period, while for SNMCMG2, a
minehunter for two six-week periods. Both groups
with Spanish participation are always deployed in the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea.10

10 With regard to Spain’s participation, our country has taken command of

the permanent groupings SNMG1 and SNMG2 on several occasions,
the latest being from June 2020 to June 2021.
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Initially, command of SNMCMG2
rotated among the countries with
standing force contributions, namely
Germany, Spain, Greece, Italy and
Turkey. In this way, Spain was to
assume command every five years,
the first time being (MCMFORSOUTH)
between May 2002 and May 2003,
the second between June 2007 and
June 2008, under the current name
of SNMCMG-2, and currently the CN
Javier Núñez de Prado Aparicio is in
command of the group until July 2022.

Frigate Santa María (F-81)
integrated into SNMG2, 2019.
©Ministerio de Defensa

1993 -1996
Sharp Guard

1982 | 2022

Operation Sharp Guard was a naval blockade operation coordinated between NATO and the
WEU (Western European Union). It began on 15 June 1993 and ended on 2 October 1996.
Its main mission was the naval blockade in the Adriatic Sea within the framework of the economic
sanctions and arms embargo imposed by the UN as a result of the conflict in the former Yugoslavia.
Under UN Security Council Resolution 820 of June 1993, no ship was able to break the embargo
during the entire operation and some 7,400 ships were inspected by the allies, both at sea and
in port.
The area of operations was divided into a number of maritime sectors, each of which was in charge
of only one vessel from the participating nations (Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany,
Greece, the Netherlands, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Turkey, the United Kingdom, the United States
and Spain).
Spain took part with frigates from the 41st and 31st Escort Squadrons, which were integrated
into the Western European Union’s (WEU) maritime group and NATO’s Standing Naval Force
Mediterranean (STANAVFORMED). This maritime presence was assisted by a logistic support
ship, a maritime patrol aircraft from the 11th Air Force Wing and a submarine, with a total of 1,000
troops simultaneously.
Spanish submarines participated in three rotations with the Siroco in the spring of 1994, the
Tramontana in September of that year and the Mistral in December 1995. Deployments usually
lasted 45 days.

42

Frigate Andalucía (F-72) in Sharp Guard.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Personnel of the
11th Wing in Sharp
Guard.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Submarine Mistral (S-73) in Sharp Guard.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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“At the beginning of January 1993,
frigate Cataluña joined NATO’s
Standing Naval Force Mediterranean
(SNFM) with the mission of verifying
the embargo imposed by the UN
Security Council on the Republic of
Yugoslavia.
“For an ocean escort, with strong
anti-submarine warfare capabilities
and good surface, electronic and antiair warfare capabilities, the biggest
challenge was to operate in confined
waters where detection sensors
(radar and electronic warfare) could
be severely impaired by operating so
close to land.
“The mission during surveillance
periods in open waters was to verify
merchant ships, “visit” them in the
event of suspicion or divert them to
an Italian port for an in-depth search.
During that period of time in the area,
we conducted queries to verify 784
merchant ships, 24 were searched and
15 were diverted to an Italian port.
“I particularly remember when the
boarding teams came back from
visiting ships that had a cargo of lambs
or other livestock…, their smell..., they
looked as if they had returned from the
galleys!”
Lt Rodríguez Fariñas

Chief of Operations, frigate Cataluña

1993 - 1995
Deny Flight

1982 | 2022

Operation Deny Flight was a campaign organised by NATO to implement the UN air blockade
in Bosnia and Herzegovina in April 1993 as a result of UN Security Council Resolutions 816, 820
and 836.
Subsequently, the operation was extended to air support missions for UNPROFOR (UN Protection
Force) troops, who were now able to carry out air strikes against specific targets and prohibit
flights over that territory.
A dozen NATO states participated in the operation, conducting some 100,000 sorties by
December 1995.
Spain’s contribution, consisting of the Icarus Detachment deployed at Aviano Air Base (Italy),
began on 23 November 1994 with eight F-18 fighter-bombers of the 15th Group (now 15th Wing),
two KC-130 Hercules of the 31st Group (now 31st Wing) and around 240 troops.
This operation involved three main missions: CAP (Combat Air Patrol) to ensure compliance
with the UN flight restriction; CAS (Close Air Support) for the Blue Helmets and humanitarian aid
missions; and Airstrikes on UN-designated targets. For these tasks, the aircraft were armed with
HARM (High-speed Anti-Radiation Missiles) and Sidewinder missiles for self-protection, as well as
bombs and air-to-surface laser-guided missiles.
The Air Force Icarus Detachment was deployed at Aviano
Air Base until 2002 to participate in successive NATO
international missions in the Balkans, such as Deny
Flight, Deliberate Force and Allied Force, the latter
as a result of the Kosovo crisis.
During those years, Spanish fighter-bombers
carried out 7,500 missions and conducted
28,000 flying hours, while the “Dumbos” of
the 31st Group carried more than eight million
litres of fuel.
In order to guarantee its security, the Icarus
Detachment, as an Air Force group, was
from the beginning made up of members of
the recently created Air Deployment Support
Squadron (EADA). It also had a Communications
Centre operated by the Mobile Air Control Group
(GRUMOCA). An Intelligence Section was also deployed
in the Italian base and, in the first operation, C-212 and CN-235
aircraft participated in transport and support missions.
The detachment was also responsible for the rest of the assets involved in Deny Flight. There
was a C-212 Aviocar belonging to the 37th Wing (Valladolid), which had been carrying out logistic
support missions in Vicenza since June 1993, and three TACPs (Tactical Air Control Parties) whose
mission was to lead the fighter aircraft to their surface targets. Subsequently, Spain reinforced its
contribution to the Allied contingent with a Boeing 707 from the Air Intelligence Centre.
However, Deny Flight’s missions unfortunately failed to end the conflict, which lasted another
two years, and were also the source of frictions within the international community. Despite
these difficulties, Deny Flight played a crucial role during the Bosnian war and its objective of
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Air-to-air refuelling
of an F-18 of the 15th
Wing in Deny Flight.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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F-18 of the 12th Wing
at Aviano Air Base,
Italy. 1995
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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preventing the air strikes of the parties involved was considered a success. Moreover, the air
strikes conducted during the operation set a precedent for operation Deliberate Force, a massive
bombing campaign that influenced the end of the conflict.

EADA personnel
changeover at
Aviano, Italy.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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CN-235 and
personnel of the
35th Wing.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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On 8 March 1994, an aircraft from
the 37th Wing of Villanubla air base
deployed in UN operation Deny
Flight was hit by anti-aircraft fire while
conducting an air transport mission
between Zagreb and Split, near the
Croatian town of Karlovac, close to the
Krajina region that was then occupied
by the Serbs. NATO’s investigation
committee concluded that the aircraft
was hit by a SAM-7B missile.
After several familiarisation flights to
the new theatre of operations, the first
real mission took place on 1 December
1994, using the call sign “Ebro 23”. It
was a civil air patrol (CAP) mission over
the theatre of operations consisting
of two aircraft under the command of
Major Abad and Captain Pardo. That
same day, two other Air Patrol missions
were conducted by Captains Espresati
and Tejada under call sign “Ebro 35”
and Captains Navas and Mauriño
under call sign “Ebro 37”.
On 25 and 26 May 1995, after 38
years in which the Air Force had not
taken part in a war, the F-18s had their
baptism of fire taking part in the air
strikes against arms depots near the
city of Pale.

F-18 of the 15th Wing at Aviano, Italy.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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1995
Deliberate Force
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F-18 of the 15th Wing
armed in flight.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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F-18 of the 12th Wing
at Aviano Air Base,
Italy.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Operation Deliberate Force was an air campaign
conducted by NATO in 1995 in response to hostile
actions against civilians by Serbia in Bosnia, and by
Croatia during operation Storm11 within the framework
of the Yugoslav conflict.
It was carried out from 30 August to 20 September
1995 and involved some 400 aircraft and 5,000
troops from 15 different countries.
Its objectives focused on weakening the Bosnian
Serb military capabilities that threatened and attacked
UN-protected areas, referred to as “Safe Zones” in
Bosnia.
During the operation, some 3,500 air missions were
flown, destroying a total of 340 targets.
Air strikes increased international pressure on the
Former Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) and helped
lift the siege of Sarajevo, forcing the warring sides
to negotiate and reach the Dayton Accords in
December 1995.
Spain took part with the assets of the Icarus
Detachment, which had already been established
following our participation in operation Deny Flight
(1993-1995).

11 Operation Storm was conducted by the Croatian Army from 3 to

5 August 1995 to reclaim areas of central Croatia declared as UN
Protected Areas. These enclaves were under UNPROFOR protection.

Spanish F-18s of the 12th Wing and
the 15th Group dropped more than a
hundred GBU-10 and GBU-16 laserguided bombs, two AGM-88 HARM
missiles and numerous BR-250 and
BR-500 conventional bombs.
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F-18 pilot of the 12th Wing
at Aviano Air Base, Italy.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Allied Force
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Operation Allied Force ran from March to June 1999 and consisted of a NATO bombing campaign
against the FRY. Its primary purpose was to halt the actions of Yugoslav troops in the Kosovo
region.
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This campaign took place in three phases. The first phase aimed at eliminating air defence units,
the second phase focused on the destruction of the Yugoslav military forces to prevent their
actions in Kosovo, and the last phase sought to destroy strategic targets on Yugoslav territory,
such as bridges, factories and power plants.
NATO’s air forces began attacks with some 330 sorties per day, increasing progressively and
eventually reaching 1,000 sorties. Allied forces conducted a total of 38,000 sorties.

F-18 of the 12th Wing
flying over Bosnia.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Hercules and F-18 air-to-air refuelling.
©Ministerio de Defensa

On 10 June 1999, the Alliance suspended bombing runs on Yugoslavia and, as established in the
peace plan, Yugoslav troops began to leave Kosovo and were replaced by NATO forces (KFOR).
Our country participated with F-18 fighter-bombers of the 12th Wing and the 15th Group and KC-130
Hercules of the 31st Group, carrying out more than 200 sorties during the 79 days of bombing.
Spain was part of the first strike package bombing Belgrade with two F-18s and one KC-130H out
of a total of 29 fighter aircraft and eight refuelling aircraft.
61

Flight above the
Adriatic coastline.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

The professionalism of the members
of the Icarus Detachment was
recognised on 7 April 2000, when
the Council of Ministers agreed to
award the Air Force Medal collectively.
This decoration, the Air Force’s
highest military award in peacetime,
recognised, according to the Royal
Decree, “its brilliant performance since
it was created and, in particular, in
operations Deliberate Force and Allied
Force, assuming on many occasions
situations of extraordinary risk in which
the distinguished courage and the
military and professional virtues of
those who have formed this unit have
been demonstrated”.

1999
Alpha-Romeo
Albania
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In response to the Albanian government’s request for NATO support in the wake of the Kosovo
refugee crisis, NATO launched operation Alpha-Romeo for humanitarian assistance in that country.
As part of the solidarity shown by Spain with regard to this humanitarian catastrophe, on 16 April
1999 the Council of Ministers authorised the participation of military units in the NATO Multinational
Force in Albania, within the framework of UN Security Council Resolutions 10101 and 1104.
The Defence Ministry sent an Army force to Albania aboard Navy ships Aragón and Pizarro,
arriving at the port of Durres on 25 April to build a refugee camp to shelter up to 5,000 people.
The contingent consisted of a Light Infantry Company, a Signal Unit, an Engineer Unit, a Logistic
Support Unit, a Medical Support Unit, a CIMIC (civil-military cooperation) team and a Helicopter
Unit, totalling some 400 troops.
The camp was set up in Hamallaj, near the port of Durres. Nine modules were built, capable of
accommodating 4,920 people in ten-bed conical tents.
Helicopter support was also provided to carry personnel and materiel. On 16 June, the camp
was transferred to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) who, in turn,
transferred its management to the Spanish Red Cross and Caritas Spain.
Following the normalisation of the situation in Kosovo, the refugees gradually left the camp and
returned home. On 13 July, the facility was closed and the contingent returned to Spain.
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Operation AlphaRomeo, arrival of
refugees in Madrid.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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Distribution of
humanitarian aid at
the Hamallaj refugee
camp, Albania.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

“The first difficulty of the contingent
was the terrain, which was marshy
and therefore needed to be drained
so that it could support the entire
infrastructure [...]. Since most refugees
were Muslims, the food provided
respected all of their religious beliefs”.
Colonel Fernando Sánchez-Lafuente
Head of the Spanish contingent
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Spanish soldier at the Hamallaj refugee camp, Albania.
©Revista Española de Defensa
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The Dayton Accords12, signed in Paris on 14 December 1995, were the result of a long series of
events, in particular the failure of the peace plans proposed before and during the Bosnian war,
operation Storm launched by the Croatian Army in August 1995, the actions of Serbian forces and
the use of UNPROFOR peacekeepers as human shields during operation Deliberate Force.
The implementation of the Peace Accords was monitored by a NATO-led military force, the
Implementation Force (IFOR). This operation replaced the UNPROFOR Blue Helmets in December
1995 and a year later, from December 1996, it was renamed SFOR (Stabilisation Force).
This meant a substantial qualitative leap in the attitude of the forces involved. For the first time, a
peace enforcement operation with a single, clearly defined chain of command was being put in
place.
On 15 December, Spanish soldiers took off their blue UN berets and replaced them with the new
beret that put them at NATO’s service.
During 1996 and until the end of that year, IFOR managed to impose the military conditions of the
Dayton Accords, which proved to be a success in terms of the results and the subsequent peace
process.
The participation of Spanish troops in this operation remained focused on the same area of
responsibility during this period, maintaining the city of Mostar as the main base and being the
only contingent deployed in areas of the three communities (Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian).
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With this new order, the groups were renamed brigades and thus the first SPABRI, Aragón, was
deployed from October 1995 to April 1996, with 1,376 soldiers from the 27th High Mountain Hunters
Brigade.
The Aragón joined a French-led multinational division, together with Italians and Moroccans. It
was based in Mostar, with two major detachments in Trebinje and Nevesinje.
The work carried out was hard, and Brigade Almogávares continued this work, forming the basis
for the SPABRI II Brigade. It is estimated that during the mission the members of the brigade,
like previous contingents, travelled more than two and a half million kilometres, conducted 200
missions in support of the civilian population and confiscated more than 100 weapons, 10 tonnes
of explosive devices and two armoured vehicles in some 450 inspections. It was a complicated
and high-impact job in the area.
In addition, personnel from the Air Force Mobile Air Control Group (GRUMOCA) took part with
some 50 troops from 1995 to 1996, while the Parachute Sapper Squadron (EZAPAC) provided the
main core of the Tactical Air Control Party deployed in Bosnia.
By the time IFOR’s tasks were taken over by SFOR on 21 December 1996, NATO had already
mobilised troops from 32 countries and some 80,000 troops in total, with support and reserve
troops stationed in Croatia, Hungary, Germany and Italy, as well as ships in the Adriatic Sea.
The Civil Guard contingent was integrated into the Spanish brigade established for that mission,
carrying out military police duties (control, security and order, control of military traffic, protection
of authorities and convoys).
12 By signing the Dayton Accords, the three Balkan states committed themselves to be guided by the UN Charter, respecting each

other’s sovereignty, and settling disputes by peaceful means, refraining from the use of force or any other means against the
territorial integrity or political independence of Bosnia and Herzegovina or any other state. In addition, the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and Bosnia and Herzegovina recognised each other as independent sovereign states within their international borders.
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Javier Solana, NATO SecGen,
greets Spanish military members
from UNPROFOR.
©Revista Española de Defensa

“We were helping with the
reconstruction of a country and had to
give it our all. Humanitarian aid trucks
arrived with food, medicine and warm
clothes. In general, basic necessities.
However, it was difficult to supply the
entire population. Agricultural and
livestock farmers could not resume
their activities because the areas
around the villages were full of mines,
and deactivating them was a slow and
complicated process.”
General Luis Palacios Zuasti

Commander of SPABRI I

On 3 April 1996, the Bullfighter 02
Air Tactical Air Control Party (TACP),
with five Air Force crew members
deployed in Trebinje (Bosnia),
managed to locate the USAF plane
that had crashed near Dubrovnik
(Croatia) carrying US Secretary of
Commerce Ron Brown. It performed
this task in mountainous terrain
and adverse weather conditions,
ensuring continuous radio liaison
with the NATO Coordination Centre in
Sarajevo and assisting in the rescue
operation for more than 17 hours.

Spanish soldier from IFOR
carrying out a routine patrol.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Spanish armoured
vehicle in SFOR.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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Air Force Tactical Air
Control Party.
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SFOR operated under the codename operation Joint Guard from 21 December 1996 to 19 June
1998, and operation Joint Forge from 20 June 1998 to 2 December 2004, when EUFOR Althea
took over the mission, which now continues under the EU umbrella as a training and advisory
mission for the Armed Forces of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Stabilisation Force (SFOR) took over the tasks of the Peace Implementation Force (IFOR)
in Bosnia and Herzegovina in December 1996 with the aim of maintaining the presence of a
multinational contingent to ensure stability and compliance with the Dayton Accords, which
ended the Bosnian war.
Lieutenant General Ronald E. Adams, who assumed command of the Stabilisation Force (SFOR)
in October 1999, described Spain’s contribution to SFOR as “extraordinary, very significant” and
noted that “the Spanish contingent was one of SFOR’s key elements, a centrepiece to contribute to
peace and stability in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Moreover, as can be seen, the Bosnian population
is grateful to the Spanish people”.
The NATO member countries that contributed troops were: Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, France, Spain, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Germany, Slovenia, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.
SFOR was divided into three zones of operation: Mostar Multinational Division South –
MND(S)– under Italian, French and Spanish command; Banja Luka Multinational Division West
–MND(W)– under British, Canadian and Dutch command; and Tuzla Multinational Division
North –MND(N)– under US, Polish, Russian and Swedish command.
The number of troops was reduced to approximately 12,000 by the end of 2002, and to 7,000 by
the end of 2004. The end of the SFOR mission was announced in NATO’s 2004 Istanbul Summit.
Due to NATO’s request and clearly as a result of the Civil Guard’s high international prestige, two
new contingents were created. One of them joined the Multinational Military Police Company of
the MND(SE) HQ, located in Mostar-Ortijes, and the other was part of the Multinational Military
Police Company of the Allied Rapid Reaction Corps Headquarters located in Sarajevo.

Civil Guard convoy
escort in SFOR.
©Guardia Civil
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Spanish soldier provides healthcare
to the population in Bosnia.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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“The military aspects of the Dayton
Accords, such as force separation,
reduction of weapons and arms
stockpiles, and ceasefire, were almost
one hundred per cent fulfilled. What
has changed is that the tasks are
now taking on more of a policing
dimension.”
General Zorzo

Head of the Spanish Brigade
deployed in Bosnia
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Kosovo Force
(KFOR)
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Spanish detachment
in the Osajane
Valley, Kosovo.
2009.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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The Spanish Legion in
KFOR, Kosovo. 2008.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

KFOR was a NATO-led multinational military force that entered Kosovo on 12 June 1999,
following the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 1244 and the signing of the Rambouillet
Accords13.
Among the objectives of the operation were to maintain order and security in Kosovo, uphold the
points agreed in the peace agreement and assist the programme of the UN mission in Kosovo
(UNMIK).
The Spanish government, which had already authorised the participation of Air Force assets in
air operations carried out by the Alliance, authorised, in its Council of Ministers meeting on 26
February 1999, the participation in KFOR of land units up to a maximum of 1,200 troops.
KFOR contingents were originally grouped into four multinational brigades. The brigades were
responsible for a specific area of operations under a single chain of command under the authority
of Commander KFOR.
Some 22,000 Spanish troops contributed from June 1999 to September 2009 to the pacification
of Kosovo. They were part of the Italian-led Multinational Brigade West and were mostly deployed
in the area of Pec.
This force was tasked with verifying compliance with the Military Technical Arrangement
signed by the Yugoslav authorities and NATO; establishing a safe environment for the return of
displaced person; supporting international humanitarian aid organisations; and ensuring basic
law and order.

13 The Rambouillet Accords were a proposed peace agreement between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and a delegation

representing the majority ethnic Albanian population of Kosovo. It was drafted by NATO and named after the Château de Rambouillet,
where the negotiations took place.
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Spanish contingents facilitated the return home of
800,000 refugees of all ethnic groups and ensured
their security with more than 60,000 vehicle and
foot patrols, and carried out 250 explosive ordnance
disposal missions.
In addition to the Army, 210 members of the Air Force
Mobile Air Control Group (GRUMOCA) took part in
the operation between 1999 and 2002.
On 14 October 1998, the STANAVFORMED, with
a Spanish frigate of the 41st Escort Squadron, was
deployed to the Adriatic in support of the operation.
On 13 February 2003, the Air Deployment Support
Squadron (ADSS) was deployed to Pristina airport as
lead agency to form a movement cell.
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The Civil Guard also carried out military police tasks
for the Military Police Unit of the International Brigade.
The presence of the Civil Guard ended in April 2004
and during that time a total of 219 of its members
participated in the mission. However, the presence
of the Civil Guard in the region did not end then, as
they took over the military police mission within the
Spanish contingent until it ended in 2009.
In August 2005, the North Atlantic Council decided
to restructure KFOR, replacing the existing four
multinational brigades with five Multinational Task
Forces (MNTFs) to allow for greater flexibility, for
example by removing restrictions on movement
between units in different sectors in Kosovo.
One year after Kosovo’s unilateral declaration of
independence, the government decided to terminate
the Spanish troops’ mission.

“The main problems can come from
uncontrolled elements, snipers,
mined or trapped areas and Kosovo
Liberation Army (KLA) groups”
Colonel Díaz de Villegas
“After the preparation stage and
the uncertainty of what we might
find there, we are looking forward
to getting out there and getting into
action as soon as possible”
Legionnaire Alcarria
“The difficulty lies in monitoring the
return and relocation of Kosovar
Albanians, as they are not following
the advice of NGOs and are returning
en masse”
Captain Carreras

Commander of the 1st company in Rakos
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Spanish soldiers
facilitate the return
of refugees, KFOR.
2005.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Operation Essential Harvest began in the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (now North
Macedonia) on 22 August 2001 and reached a total
of 4,800 Allied troops.
NATO deployed the operation following the worsening
situation in the republic between the government and
the forces of the ethnic Albanian National Liberation
Army operating on the Macedonia-Kosovo border.
The objective of the operation was to verify the
disarmament of the guerrillas.
A Spanish company from KFOR’s Multinational Brigade
West contingent participated in this operation.
On 29 August 2001, the 2nd company of the 7th Flag,
from the Tercio Don Juan de Austria, no. 3 of the
Legion, moved from Kosovo to the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia to assist in the collection of
weapons that the Albanian guerrillas of the Kosovo
Liberation Army were to hand over following the
signing of the agreements. Its first weapons collection
mission took place in the village of Prodez from 8 to
10 September.
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“Our first tasks were to set up two
checkpoints, to isolate the weapons
collection point and to provide
security”.
Captain Ferreras

2nd company of the 7th Legion Flag

As a follow-on from operation Essential Harvest and
in response to the Macedonian government’s request,
NATO established operation Amber Fox to maintain
presence and support for the Macedonian Republic.
The main objective of Amber Fox was to provide
protection for EU observers in the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia.
The operation was then transferred to the European
Union and renamed Concordia, the first EU military
operation

Spanish KFOR
military personnel in
Essential Harvest.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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Spanish BRIPAC
military personnel.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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Combat Supply Ship
(CSS) Cantabria (A-15)
in Active Endeavour.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Frigate Juan de
Borbón (F-102).
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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The origins of the operation lie in the 11 September 2001 attacks on the Twin Towers in New York
and the Pentagon in Washington. Twenty-five days later, on 6 October, NATO’s Standing Naval
Force Mediterranean (STANAVFORMED) deployed to the Eastern Mediterranean.
On 10 March 2003, the operation was extended to the Western Mediterranean and Spain took
the lead of CTJ-441, tasked with protecting Alliance merchant vessels in transit through the Strait
of Gibraltar.
In 2004, NATO decided to extend Active Endeavour to the entire Mediterranean. The following
years were characterised by cooperation, in different modalities, with non-NATO countries. These
contributions were generally from nations that were part of the Partnership for Peace and the
Mediterranean Dialogue Forum.
In January 2010, NATO approved the net-work concept, which allowed for a move away from
the permanent presence of ships at sea to selectively employ them on the basis of intelligence
shared by participating nations.
Basically, the modus operandi consisted of collecting and analysing all the information coming
from the coastal sensors, surface, submarine and air assets patrolling the area of operations,
as well as storing and sharing it in a network system with the end result of obtaining a real-time
picture of the situation of the ships sailing in the Mediterranean.
On 22 February 2013, as a result of the restructuring of Alliance Commands, the operation, which
had been run until then from the Allied Maritime Command Naples, Italy, was transferred to
Northwood, United Kingdom.

S-70 submarine in
Active Endeavour.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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In November 2016, operation Active Endeavour
ended and was replaced by operation Sea Guardian.
Operation Active Endeavour is so far NATO’s only
collective defence operation under Article 5 of the
Washington Treaty.
Spain collaborated regularly with Active Endeavour
by providing military units, shore-based facilities and
civilian means to monitor maritime traffic.
In general terms, our country contributed to this
operation with a frigate and a combat support ship
– in various periods – two submarines, an offshore
patrol vessel ready to set sail on request and
embarked helicopters from the Aircraft Flotilla, as
well as maritime patrol aircraft from the Air Force.
The Submarine Flotilla contributed to this operation
by deploying a submarine every six months from
2003 to 2016. The Galerna, the Siroco and the Mistral
took part in the operation on several occasions.
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“At the end of June 2014, the
offshore patrol vessel Infanta Elena
had to assist the US Navy ship
Cape Ray (a vessel adapted for the
destruction of weapons and chemical
substances) during its transit through
the Strait of Gibraltar towards Italy.
The vessel was in the process of
receiving the last shipment of 100
tonnes of toxic substances in the
possession of Bashar al‑Assad’s
regime from the Danish vessel Ark
Futura, for subsequent destruction in
international waters”.
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Frigate F-100 in
Active Endeavour.
2014.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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2016 Sea Guardian
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Frigate
Navarra (F-85)
in Mediterranean
waters. 2018.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Marine on watch
during operation
Sea Guardian. 2016.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Submarine
Tramontana (S-74)
2017
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Sea Guardian is a maritime security operation
focused on maritime situational awareness to deter
and counter terrorism, and to mitigate all other
potential threats.
The operation aims to develop a robust understanding
of the environment, combining sensor-based
networks with reliable information exchange and
connectivity between the Allies and all agencies
involved in the maritime environment. Everything
is based on the net-work concept, which enables
the concept of permanent presence at sea to be
discarded in order to use naval assets in a more
rational, targeted and selective manner, based on
intelligence information.
The area of operations is the same as that of operation
Active Endeavour and is limited to the international
waters of the Mediterranean Sea and the vicinity of
the Strait of Gibraltar.
Operation Sea Guardian has three tasks already
included in NATO’s Maritime Security Operations
(MSO) concept: maritime counter-terrorism support;
maritime situational awareness support; and
contribution to building regional maritime security
capabilities.
Additionally, and subject to the approval of the North
Atlantic Council, the remaining four permanent
maritime security tasks may also be carried out:
upholding freedom of navigation; conducting maritime
interdiction operations; fighting the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction; and protecting critical
infrastructures.
With the approval of the Council of Ministers, Spain
contributes to operation Sea Guardian with the
following units: a maritime patrol aircraft (MPA),
which makes an average of four sorties per month;
a submarine, active for two 45-day periods (one per
semester); an offshore patrol vessel, ready to put
to sea within 48 hours on request; and a command
vessel, with on‑board General Staff ready to lead any
operations.

“We left Cartagena with the NATO
and Spanish flags flying side by side
and an order from operation Active
Endeavour, an operation we knew
very well and in which we had been
participating regularly for years.
“Although we were warned before we
left that the operation might change
during our deployment, what none of
the crew expected was that this would
happen four days after we left. Finally,
once we overcame that initial moment
of uncertainty, which is somewhat
magnified in the submarine due to our
special communications system, the
reality is that we continued to carry out
almost the same tasks as before.
“Submarine Mistral is proud to have
been the first Spanish vessel to
participate in operation Sea Guardian.
Four other NATO vessels, the Italian
frigate Aviere, the Bulgarian Verni,
the Turkish Gemlik, and the Greek
submarine Papanikolis, accompanied
the Spanish submarine in the early
stages of the operation.”
CDR Ricardo Poblaciones Magro
Commanding officer of submarine
Mistral (2016-2017)
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P-3 Orion Cabin.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Bagh camp
construction,
Kashmir. 2005.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

The international operation launched by the Alliance in Pakistan following the earthquake that
struck the country on 8 October 2005 was called Solidarity Response II.
The Alliance also assisted UN agencies by lending its planes and helicopters to deliver aid to the
worst-affected Pakistani provinces.
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As a result of the activation of the 5th NATO Response Force (NRF-5), the first Spanish members
of the Allied Solidarity Response II operation for Pakistan were deployed in the Dhani Valley, in
the vicinity of the town of Arja near the epicentre of the earthquake. There was also a Spanish
presence in the towns of Lahore, Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Bagh.
Led by the High Readiness Land Headquarters based in Bétera, Valencia, NRF-5’s Land
Component Command (LCC) remained in the area for 90 days, in accordance with the agreement
signed between NATO and the Pakistani government.
This Land Component comprised approximately 1,000 military personnel from Spanish, Polish,
Italian and UK units, as well as three Lithuanian water purification teams, a hospital made up of
Czech and Dutch personnel, and Spanish, French and Slovenian civil-military cooperation teams.

Military engineers in
Pakistan. 2005.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Spanish soldiers
distribute
humanitarian aid
on their arrival in
Pakistan.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

The Spanish contingent, comprising some 370 soldiers,
consisted of a medical unit and an engineer unit with
two sapper platoons from the Airborne Light Infantry
Brigade and the Paratroopers Brigade, as well as a
Combat support engineer platoon.
The main mission was to support the Pakistani Army
in its relief effort for the civilian population affected
by the earthquake, including repairing the most
damaged infrastructures, starting in the highest areas
due to the harsh winter.
The Spanish engineer company began clearing
debris from around a school in the town of Bagh
to facilitate access for the NGO Médecins Sans
Frontières (Doctors Without Borders).
Other work included improving access roads to the
Arja camp, building camps for displaced people, as
well as schools and a medical centre, and restoring
drinking water supply in the town of Bagh.
The contingent was operational from 15 November
2005 to 16 February 2006, on which date it completed
its mission and the last of the soldiers returned to
Spain.
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“Our engineers are working at
breakneck speed, as we have very
little time to finish all the projects.”
Major Casado

Engineer Cell of the Command Post of the
Land Component Command

“The complicated part is to adapt to
the many irregularities of the terrain
and to the small area we have –
45,000 square metres, the equivalent
of ten football pitches – for all the
tents that need to be set up.”
Captain Torralba

2009 - 2016
Ocean Shield

Frigate Álvaro de
Bazán (F-101).
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Between 2009 and 2016, NATO kept two standing naval groups continuously activated and
deployed alternately for six-month periods in Indian Ocean waters.
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Their main missions were maritime traffic surveillance, reconnaissance and intelligence, which
also included the boarding and inspection of vessels suspected of piracy.
Operation Ocean Shield was developed in close cooperation with the EU Naval Force (EUNAVFOR)
- operation Atalanta, the US-led Combined Maritime Force (CMF) 151, as well as other nations in
the region.
NATO had begun operating in the area in October 2008 due to the insecurity caused by the
increase in pirate attacks in the waters off the Horn of Africa.
The allied deployment was initially intended to protect and escort UN World Food Programme
(WFP) vessels. The deployment was carried out under the name of operation Allied Provider,
which later became Allied Protector.

Frigate
Blas de Lezo (F-103).
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Frigate Cristóbal
Colón (F-105) in
Ocean Shield.
©Ministerio de
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In August 2009, NATO approved the launch of
operation Ocean Shield, extending missions to
protect maritime traffic in the Gulf of Aden and off the
coast of Somalia.
The Spanish Navy led operation Ocean Shield from
mid-March to June 2014 under the command of Rear
Admiral Eugenio Díaz del Río, who was serving at
the time as commander of Standing NATO Maritime
Group 2 (SNMG-2).
The naval group was composed of the frigates F-105
Cristóbal Colon –the flagship of the fleet –the Dutch
Evertsen, the Turkish Gokceada, and the Italian
destroyer Francesco Mimbelli.
During those three months, Rear Admiral Díaz del
Río was the maritime surveillance coordinator in
the Somali Basin, both for NATO ships and those
of EUNAVFOR Atalanta, as well as for Combined
Maritime Task Force 151.

On 26 December 2013, the Ukrainian
vessel Hetman Sagadaichnyi sent an
alert signal reporting that one of its
crew members had peritonitis. The
only solution was to evacuate him
to Djibouti by air. NATO’s counterpiracy operation Ocean Shield task
force (CTF-508) decided to send the
Spanish SH-60B Seahawk Toro. The
German navy frigate FGS Hessen
was positioned between the frigate
Álvaro de Bazán and Djibouti to
serve as a refuelling point for the
Seahawk Toro. The Spanish Air
Force Orión Detachment in Djibouti
eventually coordinated the transfer
of the wounded man to the French
hospital, where they managed to
save his life.
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2011
Unified Protector
Libya
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UN Resolution 1970 of 26 February 2011 stipulated that all Member States should take all necessary
measures to ensure strict compliance with the arms embargo on Libya, including at seaports and
airports, and on the high seas for vessels sailing to and from Libya.
Furthermore, Article 4.5 of Resolution 1973 authorised Member States to take all necessary
measures to protect Libyan civilians, at national level or through international organisations
or arrangements, while excluding a foreign occupation force in Libya. Article 6 authorised the
establishment of a no-fly zone in order to help protect the civilian population.
These resolutions imposed sanctions on key members of Muamar al-Gaddafi’s government and
authorised NATO to implement a maritime arms embargo, a no-fly zone and to use all necessary
means, short of foreign occupation, to protect the Libyan population. Thus, operation Unified
Protector came into being.
The operation commenced on 23 March 2011 and gradually expanded over the following weeks,
integrating more and more nations into the multinational military intervention in response to the
aforementioned UN resolutions. It officially ended on 31 October 2011, after rebel leaders declared
Libya liberated on 23 October.
The operation initially focused on a maritime arms embargo, while the no-fly zone and air strikes
against the Libyan Armed Forces remained under the command of the international coalition, led
by France, the United Kingdom and the United States.
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NATO subsequently took over operations by establishing a Combined Joint Task Force (CJTF) in
Naples with the Naval Component for embargo enforcement and the Allied Air Command İzmir
to establish the no-fly zone and defend the civilian population. International coalition air assets
were integrated under the command of CAOC-5 - Poggio Renatico, Italy, which acted as the Joint
Force Air Component (JFAC).
The arms embargo was initially carried out using ships from the Standing NATO Maritime Group
(SNMG) and the Standing NATO Mine Countermeasures Group (SNMCMG), which were already
patrolling the Mediterranean Sea at the time of the resolution, and was enforced with additional
ships, submarines and maritime surveillance aircraft from NATO members.

Crew of submarine
Tramontana (S-74).
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Return of F-18s
to Zaragoza after
deployment in
Unified Protector,
Libya.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

NATO’s maritime operational organisation essentially
consisted of a task group of surface ships, with
escorts and counter-mine units from Standing NATO
Maritime Groups (SNMGs and SNMCMGs), a task
group of submarines and a task group of maritime
patrol aircraft.
During the multinational summit in support of the
Libyan people held in Paris on 19 March 2011, the
Prime Minister announced that Spain would provide
the international coalition with F-18 fighters, a
tanker aircraft, a surveillance aircraft, a frigate and
a submarine.
In the naval field, Spain participated with frigate Méndez
Núñez (F-104), maritime surveillance aircraft (D-4 of the
Spanish Air Force) and submarines Tramontana and
Mistral.
In the Air Force field, from March 2011, aircraft from
the 15th, 12th and 31st Wings as well as the 47th Air
Group and personnel of the Air Deployment Support
Squadron (ADSS), within the Argos Air Tactical Group
(ATG), took part in NATO’s no-fly mission as part of
operation Unified Protector, and were stationed at
Decimomannu air base in Sardinia (Italy). In addition,
58 Air Force members participated in the operation
from the various air operations centres.
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“During the course of air operations
over Libya, Gaddafi used the civilian
population as human shields to protect
selected targets. The flexibility of
JFAC personnel and crews meant
that targets could be changed in real
time once operations were underway
through a complex process of planning
and negotiation between each nation’s
legal advisors and the GAT (Guidance,
Apportionment and Targeting) section
staff, thus being able to reassign
targets to crews who were already
in flight. This process required great
coordination with the plans section
and, in particular, with the ongoing
operations section”.
Major Ildefonso Martínez-Pardo

GAT Section of the operation’s JFAC

D-4 aircraft of the 48th Wing.
©Ministerio de Defensa

2004 - 2014
International Security
Assistance Force
(ISAF)
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Patrol in a Lynx
vehicle in ISAF.
2009.
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Baghdis province.
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Mountains around
Kabul from a C-130
aircraft.
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The International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) was a multinational security mission conducted
in Afghanistan from 2001 to 2014 against insurgent groups. It aimed to provide stability and
security in the country and support the democratically established government.
The ISAF mission came into being against the backdrop of the invasion of Afghanistan by a USled coalition in operation Enduring Freedom after the 9/11 attacks, with the aim of overthrowing
the Taliban and eliminating Al Qaeda bases on Afghan soil.
ISAF was established on 20 December 2001 as a coalition of countries under UN Security Council
Resolution 1386, as provided for in the Bonn Agreement for the Re-establishment of the Afghan
Government. From 11 August 2003, the mission was led by NATO.
The main objective was to assist the Afghan government in extending and exercising its authority
and influence in the territory, as well as to create the necessary conditions for the post-war
reconstruction and stabilisation of the country.
The mission undertaken by NATO consisted of all NATO and non-NATO countries. It was the
first NATO mission outside Europe and North America. A total of some 129,000 troops from 50
countries and 25 Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) were deployed in Afghanistan.
Spain contributed more than 27,000 troops and began its deployment in Afghanistan as part
of operation Enduring Freedom, participating with medical support, transport aircraft, ships and
helicopters.
The first 365 Spanish Army soldiers were sent to Kabul as part of ASPFOR 1, which was formed by
the 1st Brigade of Mountain Hunters Aragón, commanded by Colonel Jaime Coll, head of the 64th
119

MEDEVAC Super
Puma in ISAF. 2011.
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Regiment of Mountain Hunters Galicia, and deployed for the first time in the area of operations
on 24 January 2002.
Subsequently, Spain assumed command of the Forward Support Base (FSB) in Herat, where it set
up a Role 2E field hospital, and took over the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) in Qala-i-Naw.
Spain also temporarily took command of Kabul Airport (KAIA) from October 2009 to March 2010.
During that time, the Army deployed a total of 35 contingents (from ASPFOR 1 to 35) with troops
ranging from 350 to 1,500. In addition to the above-mentioned responsibilities, Army units and
personnel conducted patrols and deactivation missions, provided humanitarian assistance, held
key positions in the different ISAF Joint Command (IJC) HQs and carried out the demanding task
of establishing and filling numerous combat outposts (COPs), such as those in Ludina, Moqur
or Darra i Bum. Positions that were progressively established by gaining this territory from the
Taliban in highly dangerous situations, requiring the expertise of the members of the various units
deployed.
A3E –Advise, Assist, Accompany and Enable– missions were successfully conducted in the last
stages of the operation. Missions in which Spanish soldiers not only trained Afghan units but also
joined them to carry out their tasks, often in combat and in extremely harsh conditions, assisting
them in the planning and execution of operations, thus helping the Afghan Armed Forces to be
better prepared for the performance of their tasks.
Within ISAF, the various contingents deployed by the Army conducted 28,000 patrols, covered
3,000,000 kilometres and carried out more than 1,400 explosive ordnance disposal missions,
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Chinook helicopter of the
Army Airmobile Force (FAMET) in ISAF
©Ministerio de Defensa

while the Air Force’s MEDEVAC (medical evacuation) helicopters saved the lives of more than a
thousand people and conducted more than 6,000 flying hours with two Super Puma helicopters
on 24/7 alert.
The 45th Air Force Wing carried out a total of 56 missions, including air evacuations, VIP flights
and logistic flights.
Since 2003, the multinational CATO (Combined Air Terminal Operation) structure at Kabul airport
was led by personnel from the Air Deployment Support Squadron (ADSS). In 2004, the ADSS took
over the management of the passenger and cargo terminal at Mazar-i-Sharif airport. In September
2005, an ADSS Combat Tactical Control (CTC) team was sent to Qala-i-Naw.
The ADSS contributed to the operation with force protection missions, ground escorts that
provided security for the delivery of humanitarian aid, preparation and protection of HLZs
(Helicopter Landing Zones), reconnaissance of sensitive areas in view of possible deployments
of large ISAF force convoys (2002-2014), escort and protection of C-295 aircraft of the 35th Wing
as part of the ALCOR detachment (2006-2008) and of C-130 Hercules of the 31st Wing as part of
the MIZAR detachment (2009-2014)14.
SEADA’s (Second Air Deployment Support Squadron) involvement in Afghanistan was confined
to both ISAF and the subsequent RSM. The Unit contributed to the various Transport Support
Teams established in Dushanbe (Tajikistan, 2010-2011) and rotated with the ADSS in leading the
14 The first 32 soldiers, aboard the two T-10 Hercules of the 31st Wing, were members of the Air Deployment Support Squadron,

and commenced a journey that was to last for over 13 years. This was the only NATO unit to remain continuously deployed
on Afghan soil until the withdrawal of Spanish troops on 27 September 2015.
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Civil Guard teams
in ISAF.
©Guardia Civil
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multinational team (CATO) of Herat FSB. SEADA also participated alongside the ADSS in escorting
aircraft from the Mizar Detachment in Manas (Kyrgyzstan, 2008-2009) and relieved them in the
Alcor Detachment of the T.21 aircraft from 2009 to 2011 in Herat FSB. It was also responsible for
security at Kabul International Airport (October 2009 to April 2010), providing explosive ordnance
reconnaissance (EOR) specialists.
GRUMOCA (Mobile Air Control Group) personnel deployed amounted to 353 in the different
contingents in Manas (Kyrgyzstan) and Herat (Afghanistan) from 2004 to 2014, ensuring the
operation of their communications centres.
The Parachute Sapper Squadron was actively involved, providing the main core of the Air Tactical
Control Detachment deployed in Afghanistan in its different phases, initially in Mazar-i-Sharif
(2004) and, later on, continuously from Quala-i-Naw (2005-2013) and Herat (2005-2014), and
forming part of the HELISAF Detachment led by the 48th Wing, providing the Pararescue Jumpers
(PJ) that were part of the crews (2005-2013).
The Zaragoza Deployment Support Air Medical Unit (UMAAD) was the unit in charge of setting
up a Role 2E Hospital in Herat FSB, coinciding with the Spanish Armed Forces first deployment
in the Western Region of Afghanistan, within operation ISAF-Expansion II. In 2015, the hospital
was handed over to the Afghan authorities after 10 years of activity in the area, during which the
Spanish military attended to over 60,000 people and performed 1,500 surgeries.
The Civil Guard formed part of the various ASPFOR contingents as specialists in the training and
mentoring of the Afghan security forces (Afghan National Police and Afghan Border Police).
In Afghanistan, 102 Spanish soldiers lost their lives in accidents and attacks, the missions
accounting for the highest death toll.
As of 1 January 2015, the allied mission in Afghanistan was renamed Resolute Support. This
mission was limited to assisting, training and advising the Afghan security forces.
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“The first impression was one of uncertainty, but after working and living together, we can
say that there is great mutual respect.”
Colonel Coll

Head of ASPFOR 1

“The small comforts of the capital – paved roads, large buildings, electricity at certain
times of the day – were imperceptible in the Murghab and Gormach valleys, which had no
basic resources or palpable security. In the north of Badghis, the Ring Road disappeared
and there was only sand and desolation”.
LTC Boudet

Head of Operations – ASPFOR 15

“On 2 and 3 September 2009, the Air Force TACP team Bullfighter 20 was involved in two
combat actions.
On 3 September 2009, in the vicinity of Marghozar, in the Sabzak Pass area, while
supporting the presidential elections, they were ambushed by Taliban insurgents.
For more than nine hours, enemy fire was repelled with the heavy weapons of the
vehicles, and numerous Mangusta (ITA) helicopter flights and B-1B and A-10 (USAF) aircraft
flights were conducted.
“The excellent job of the TACP team Bullfighter 20, with two pairs of Mangusta helicopters
discharging almost one thousand 20mm rounds in support of the ground force, resulted in
13 confirmed and 6 unconfirmed enemy casualties”.
Major José María Goy Martín

Detachment ALO (Air Liaison Officer)

The heroic performance of the 48th Wing aircrews during a night-time, low-light MEDEVAC
mission under enemy fire at Siahvashan on 9 July 2008 is particularly noteworthy.
The two Air Force Super Pumas, together with two Italian AW129 Mangusta attack
helicopters, were scrambled to the target area where they came under heavy fire from
the insurgency. Due to the difficulty of completing the mission without casualties and the
impacts received, evasive manoeuvres were conducted and they returned to Herat FSB
for aircraft damage assessment.
Despite this, the Super Puma crews decided to return to the area to rescue isolated
personnel, under continuous enemy fire and supported by the Mangusta, engaged in
countering threats. The mission was eventually completed and the lives of the evacuated
personnel were saved. The damage sustained by the helicopters (impacts to the main
rotor, empennage, windows and fuel tanks) bears testimony to the courage of their crew
members.
In performing these duties, Army personnel took part in a total of 173 armed actions, 224
of its soldiers were commended for their courage and nearly a hundred were awarded
Crosses of Military Merit with red badge, the highest decoration to be awarded in
peacetime.
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2014 - 2021
Resolute Support
Mission (RSM)
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Following the Chicago Summit in May 2012, in which the defence ministers of the then 28 NATO
member countries assessed the evolution of the mission in Afghanistan, the Alliance decided that
a new mission would be launched in January 2015 to consolidate the objectives achieved by the
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF).
On 31 December 2014, the ISAF operation ended and NATO’s Resolute Support Mission (RSM)
formally began, with the objective of assisting, training and advising Afghan institutions, a task
that involved some 13,000 military personnel from 42 countries.
The 36th, 37th and 38th Spanish Forces for Afghanistan (ASPFOR) were in charge of making the
transition from ISAF to RSM. These three contingents were tasked with protecting the Herat Base.
The new mission was limited to providing training, advisory and assistance (TAA) services to the
Afghan security forces, thus ending the Spanish Army’s participation in the ISAF operation after
almost 20 years of continued presence, which involved most of its units and provided invaluable
knowledge and experience to the Army and its soldiers.
Worthy of note are the numerous confrontations by soldiers who never stepped back in combat,
under the effective command of young, competent officers and NCOs; the training system
that proved to be the most effective way to instruct units for the most demanding scenarios;
the logistical experience that demonstrated the extraordinary expeditionary capabilities of the
Spanish Armed Forces; and the Spanish servicemen and women who, once again, were able to
win over the Afghan population thanks to their hard work and respectful conduct, and to the many
comrades from other countries with whom they toiled side by side.
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From then on, the Spanish troops were integrated into headquarters in Kabul, and also carried
out training, advisory and assistance tasks for the Afghan National Logistic bodies, the Afghan
National Army Special Operations Command and a Special Operations Battalion (Kandak).

Spanish military
in RSM, 2020.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Welcoming the
troops home from
Afghanistan.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

At the start of the mission, troops were deployed in
four locations, including Herat, where Spain assumed
the protection of both the airport and Camp Arena air
base, at which Spanish medical training with ROLE 2
capability was still carried out.
The 7th Light Infantry Brigade Galicia was the first to
assume the protection of the Herat base in this new
mission. Over 280 troops made up the battlegroup,
which included members of the Operational Logistics
Force.
Spain’s military presence in Afghanistan also included
the assistance of Special Operations Advisory Teams
(SOAT) of the Spanish Army (six Special Operations
Forces) in intensive training missions for the Afghan
Special Forces at Camp Duskin, Camp Morehead
and Camp Scorpion, located in the country’s capital,
Kabul.
These six RSM Contingents, comprising headquarters
and Special Operations personnel, performed their
duties effectively until 13 May 2021, when the mission
concluded and the Spanish flag was lowered at Kabul
International Airport (HKIA).
On 12 May 2021, the Spanish flag was lowered in Kabul
in a NATO tribute to the Spanish troops, who thus
ended their mission in Afghanistan after 19 years. The
following day, the last 24 soldiers returned to Spain
where they were received by H.M. King Felipe VI.
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“It is not a combat mission, nor is it a
continuation of the previous operation.
It is a training, advisory and assistance
mission for the ministries and army
corps, as well as for the logistics
centres and training institutions of the
Afghan Armed Forces”.
Major Ricardo A. Velasco
Operations Division of the
Spanish Army General Staff

Spanish military personnel in
Resolute Support Mission.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Patriot Battery
protecting the city of
Adana, Turkey. 2017.
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Following the Syrian crisis – and at Turkey’s request –
NATO decided to increase its air defence capabilities
in Syria by deploying Patriot surface-to-air missile
units to conduct missile defence operations.
The mission is purely defensive and, according
to NATO, demonstrates the solidarity that exists
between allies and serves as an example to show
that collective defence is considered a “cornerstone”
within the organisation.
The mission is coordinated from Ramstein, Germany,
by NATO’s Allied Air Command (AIRCOM), which
centralises information gathered by the various
civilian and military radars.
The deployment of the Spanish units – a maximum
of 150 troops – was carried out under the Council
of Ministers’ agreement of 26 December 2014,
which extended the participation of military units and
observers to operations beyond national borders.
This decision proves Spain’s support and commitment
to the security of our allies.
The first contingent began its transfer to Turkey on
29 December 2014, relieving the Dutch unit at Adana
airport a month later.
In January 2016, the Spanish Patriot Unit was
transferred from Adana airport to Incirlik Air Base.
At present, the Patriot Unit comprises a total of 150
military personnel from the Anti-aircraft Artillery
Command Units (Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiments
(RAAA) 71, 73 and 74, Anti-Aircraft Artillery Command
Headquarters (CGMAAA) and the Anti-Aircraft
Artillery Command Signals Unit (UTMAAA)), as well
as personnel from the Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment
(RAAA) 94 of the Canary Islands Command.

“This mission is a unique experience.
It is the first time that an artillery unit,
in this case the Anti-Aircraft Artillery
(AAA), has been deployed abroad for
such a long period of time to perform
a task that falls within its specific remit.
This is a milestone and is helping the
Spanish AAA to take a very important
step forward in the procedures and
integration into NATO’s Integrated Air
and Missile Defence System”.
Lieutenant Colonel Pardo
Head of the 4th contingent
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2017 Enhanced Forward
Presence
(eFP)
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The enhanced Forward Presence (eFP) mission
was created within the concept of deterrence
and defence, as a demonstration of the Alliance’s
solidarity and determination to confront any threat.
The mission was conceived at the 2016 Warsaw
Summit, where it was agreed to initiate a permanent
presence in Eastern European countries for the
purpose of sending a clear and unambiguous
message which is that attacking one Alliance member
nation means attacking them all.
To this end, some 4,000 military personnel comprise
the four multinational tactical groups based on
armoured and mechanised units. Germany, Canada,
the United States and the United Kingdom are the
framework nations leading each of them.
These battalion-sized units operate with the host
nation’s defence forces.
The Canadian-led battlegroup in Latvia includes
military personnel from Canada, Albania, Slovenia,
Italy, Poland and Spain.
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The Spanish contribution consists of some 350
troops that make up a company-sized Mechanised
Battlegroup, a Sapper Unit, various posts within the
General Staff and the Latvian Brigade, and a national
support element, which includes the Logistics Unit.
The main assets provided by Spain are the Leopard
2E battle tanks and the Pizarro Infantry Fighting
Vehicles (IFV) –the first occasion on which our nation
has deployed this type of capability in a foreign
mission.

“Spain contributes equipment and its
more powerful and technologically
advanced combat capabilities. The
combination of the Pizarro and the
Leopard 2E is undoubtedly good
proof of this. Our main objective is to
achieve the necessary interoperability
as, in this mission, we are the battalion
with the greatest amount of soldiers
from different nationalities”.
Lieutenant Colonel Tarifa

Head of the Spanish contingent, 2018.

In addition, other mechanised assets such as the
Armoured Personnel Carrier (APC) M-113, heavy
mortars, Sapper Combat Vehicles (VCZ), and Spike
anti-tank missiles are provided. Worthy of note
is the contribution from units that substantially
enhance the combat capability of the companysized battlegroup, such as a Joint Terminal Attack
Controller (JTAC) team and a Raven unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV).
NATO’s eFP Battlegroup deployed in Latvia ensures
credible and effective deterrence against any threat
to our Baltic ally, and stands ready to act in defence
of Latvia if necessary.
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Arrow 2021 in Latvia.
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eFP exercise in
Latvia. 2018.
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Leopard in Adazi. 2020.
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2006 Baltic Air Policing
(BAP)
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Eurofighter Pilot Lithuania. 2016.
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15th Wing F-18s for
BAP (Estonia). 2017.
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Since the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) joined NATO in 2004, the Alliance, in
implementation of its solidarity commitment and with the aim of having air defence capability
over its entire territory, decided to create the Baltic Air Policing (BAP) mission to make up for the
Baltic States’ lack of this capability.
The BAP detachment’s mission is to provide air policing with fighter aircraft capable of intercepting,
identifying and intervening, if necessary, against unidentified or hostile traces in the vicinity of, or
within the sovereign airspace and under the responsibility of, our Baltic allies.
The mission is carried out with a detachment of fighter aircraft and personnel, covered by the
allies on a voluntary, rotating basis, with the ally responsible for this detachment changing
approximately every four months.
It is not uncommon for NATO aircraft of this detachment to be forced to intercept military aircraft
of the Russian armed forces, as they fly without flight plans or radio communication in the areas
of responsibility of Estonian, Latvian and Lithuanian air traffic control.
The base initially chosen by NATO for the deployment of this detachment was Siauliai air base,
Lithuania, where Spanish participation began at the end of July 2006. On that occasion, the 14th
Wing was responsible for deploying four C.14M aircraft (Mirage F-1M). This first detachment was
given the name Haris, which was changed in later detachments to Vilkas.
As a result of the illegal annexation of part of Ukrainian territory by Russia, in 2014 NATO decided
to reinforce the air policing mission in the Baltic with a larger deployment of fighters, both at
Ämari Air Base, Estonia, and at Siauliai air base, Lithuania, as well as occasionally in Poland,
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“VILKAS” 2020 detachment patch.
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increasing the number of aircraft pairs available on
quick reaction alert (QRA) from one to a maximum of
four if all three air bases are used simultaneously.
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In total, Spain has deployed eight times to date,
adding to the first deployment in 2006 those of 2015,
2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 and 2021, at Siauliai
and Ämari air bases, and with C.15M (EF-18) aircraft
from the 12th and 15th Wings and C.16 (Eurofighter)
aircraft from the 11th and 14th Wings.
In addition to air assets, the Spanish Air Force deploys
some 150 military personnel within the contingent to
carry out all the maintenance, logistics, communication
and information systems (CIS), surveillance and control
tasks of the detachment.

On 24 July 2006, in the presence
of the Chief of the Defence Staff
(CHOD), Army General Félix Sanz
Roldán, the national contingent for the
Baltic Air Policing (BAP) mission was
formed. The 14th Wing detachment
was composed of its commander,
Lieutenant Colonel Francisco Javier
del Cid de León, as well as nine
officers, 36 NCOs and 14 troops,
necessary for the maintenance and
operation of the four Mirage F-1s
deployed.
From 26 April to 3 September 2018, six
Eurofighter aircraft and a contingent
of 130 personnel from the 11th Wing,
deployed at Siauliai air base, Lithuania,
operated in the Baltic Air Policing
Block 47 mission. During this mission,
254 scramble activation sorties were
conducted. On these missions, the
percentage of efficiency in meeting the
maximum time between activation and
take-off, set at 15 minutes, was 98%.
The detachment for the BAP (Block
44), under the command of Lieutenant
Colonel José Ramón Asensi Miralles,
took place from 28 April to 3
September 2017 at Amarï Air Base,
comprising 198 troops from the 15th
Wing, deploying five C.15s and carrying
out 389 sorties, reaching a total of 620
flight hours.
During these missions, 36 real
A-Scramble missions were conducted,
intercepting about 100 Russian Armed
Forces aircraft.
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15th Wing F-18 in BAP,
Lithuania. 2020.
©NATO
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2021 Enhanced Air
Policing South (eAP)
Romania
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Eurofighter on alert.
Constanta Air Base
(Romania). 2021.
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NATO has a responsibility to ensure the integrity and
security of its airspace. For member nations that do
not have the necessary air capabilities, agreements
are in place to ensure a single standard of security
across European NATO airspace
European airspace is one of the busiest in the world.
Any aircraft flying within or approaching European
NATO airspace that is unidentified, either through
loss or intentional failure to communicate with Air
Traffic Control, may be considered a threat.
NATO ensures the integrity, safety and security of its
airspace by maintaining a 24/7 air policing mission,
overseen by Allied Air Command Ramstein (AIRCOM).
Enhanced Air Policing is part of NATO’s Assurance
Measures introduced in 2014, after Russia’s illegal and
illegitimate annexation of the Crimean peninsula. The
Alliance implemented these Assurance Measures
with the aim of demonstrating the collective resolve
of the Allies, demonstrating NATO’s defensive
nature and deterring Russian from aggression
against NATO Allies. Such measures are flexible and
scalable in response to fluctuations in the security
situation facing the Alliance, and send a strong and
unambiguous message to the public.
As part of these Assurance Measures, NATO’s Air
Policing mission is enhanced in two implementation
areas, North and South. NATO members are authorised
and encouraged to provide additional assets to the
Alliance, supplementing existing Baltic Air Policing
capabilities in the northern Implementation Area
and, in parallel, augmenting national Air Policing
capabilities in the southern Implementation Area.
Spain contributes combat aircraft to eAP-Romania
in the south and the entire contingent is known as
the Paznic detachment. In addition to air assets,
the Spanish Air Force deploys some 130 military
personnel within the contingent to carry out all the
maintenance, logistics, CIS (Communications and
Information Systems), surveillance and control tasks
of the detachment.

2021 was the first time Spain sent
its Eurofighters to the south-east of
NATO territory to support NATO’s
deterrence and defence measures, an
area constantly monitored by NATO’s
Combined Air Operations Centre
(CAOC) at Torrejón de Ardoz air base
in Madrid.
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The international coalition against the Daesh terrorist group emerged at NATO’s Wales summit
in September 2014. It is covered by two UN Security Council resolutions and has the express
support of the European Union.
At the request of the Iraqi government, NATO agreed in July 2015 to provide defence and security
related capacity-building support. In April 2016, it began running a number of “train-the-trainers”
courses in Jordan.
Subsequently, following a request by the Iraqi Prime Minister at the July 2016 Warsaw Summit,
Allied leaders agreed to develop NATO training and capacity-building activities for Iraqi security
and military forces.
In January 2017, NATO deployed a modest but scalable Core Team of eight civilian and military
personnel to Baghdad, establishing NATO’s permanent presence in Iraq. Jordan-based training was
transferred to Iraq in February 2017. The Core Team coordinated al NATO assistance provided to
Iraq in 2017-2018 and laid the groundwork for the establishment of NATO Mission Iraq (NMI) in 2018.
NMI aims to help strengthen Iraqi security forces and Iraqi military education institutions by
providing training and advice to Iraqi defence and security officials within the Iraqi Ministry of
Defence, the Office of the National Security Advisor and Iraqi military education institutions. The
mission helps Iraq develop its capacity to build more sustainable, transparent, inclusive and
effective national security structures and professional military education institutions.
These activities are currently carried out by Spanish instructors at the Baghdad Diplomatic
Support Centre, where Iraqi counter-terrorist service (CTS) units are trained by members of the
Special Operations units.
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Spanish service
members in NMI.
2019.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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NMI, Shooting
exercise. 2019.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Task Force Toro
provides support to
NMI. 2020.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Also part of the Spanish contingent in Iraq are the
soldiers belonging to Task Force Toro (Helicopter
Unit) which, although its main mission is to provide air
transport to Coalition troops, also supports NMI with
helicopters of the FAMET (Army Airmobile Force).
Together with the Army’s Engineer Command
(MING), the Air Force ADSS (Air Deployment Support
Squadron) and the SADSS (Second Air Deployment
Support Squadron) have, on several occasions (2017
and 2018), formed Mobile Training Teams (MTT)
to develop the C-IED capability of the Iraqi Armed
Forces and Security Forces.
In addition, Spain has five military personnel stationed
at the US Central Command Headquarters (US
CENTCOM) located in Tampa, Florida (United States).

“The preparation of this contingent is
not simply a few months with specific
training, it is the daily preparation
down the years, the continuous
planning, and adapting that flexibility
we acquired in the Unit to the
challenges and obstacles we face”.
Captain Valencia

Head of Operations and Intelligence, Force
Protection Unit
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4.1 J oint Headquarters Sub-Regional Command Southwest (JHQSW) in Retamares
On 14 November 1996, the Spanish Parliament approved the Government’s authorisation for Spain
to join NATO’s new Command Structure (NCS). As a result, the Spanish Government announced
on 3 July 1997 its wish to locate the future Joint HQ Sub-Regional Command Southwest at the
Retamares barracks in Madrid.

Ceremony Joint
HQ Sub-Regional
Command
Southwest.
Retamares, Spain.
©Revista Española
de Defensa
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In December, the Atlantic Council approved NATO’s Command Structure (NCS). It established the
Joint HQ Sub-Regional Command Southwest in Retamares, under NATO’s Regional Command
South in Naples, Italy. The Sub-Regional HQ became the headquarters in charge of planning
collective defence operations in Southwest Europe, including the Canary Islands.
In July 2004, the Joint HQ Sub-Regional Command Southwest was transformed into the Land
Component Command (LCC) under NATO Joint Force Command (Naples). Its mission was to
deploy and conduct land operations, including participating as the Land Component Command
of a Joint Force in major operations, known as Major Joint Operations.
At the 2010 Lisbon Summit, NATO embarked on a
new reform of its structure, designed to be more
effective, more easily deployable, more reduced
and more cost-effective. At the June 2011 meeting,
defence ministers agreed on the geographical
location of the agencies of the new allied structure,
removing the need for Force Headquarters and,
as a result, the dissolution of the Land Component
Command (LCC).

Flags Joint HQ Sub-Regional Command Southwest. Retamares, Spain.
©Revista Española de Defensa
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4.2 C
 ombined Air Operations Centre
Torrejón (CAOC-TJ)
F-18 taxiing for
take-off.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Formerly CAOC-8, in this new Command Structure and
under Allied Command Operations (ACO), the Alliance
established one of its two deployable Combined Air
Operations Centres (CAOCs) in Torrejón de Ardoz
(Madrid), with the mission of controlling all the airspace in
the Southern European Region.
The other CAOC, located in the German town of Uedem,
is responsible for Europe’s northern flank. Both centres
are under the command of a single headquarters Allied
Air Command (AIRCOM) located in Ramstein, Germany.

NATO's Combined Air Operations Centre at Torrejón de
Ardoz (CAOC-TJ), commanded by a Spanish Air Force
Lieutenant General, is tasked to plan, direct, coordinate,
CAOC-TJ Building. supervise, analyse and report on the air defence
©Revista Española operations of the assets assigned to it in peace, crisis
de Defensa
and conflict, following the directives of the NATO air
component in its area of responsibility.
A secondary mission of the CAOC-TJ, also of primary
importance, is to be able to activate an air component
command structure for crisis and conflict management in
any other place far from our national territory that could
take on the Air Defence competencies delegated to it by
the Allied Air Command (AIRCOM).
CAOC-8 air
control room.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

The CAOC-TJ is the only NATO Command Structure
(NCS) headquarters located in Spain.

4.3 C
 ounter-improvised Explosive Devices
Centre of Excellence (C-IED CoE)

The Counter-improvised Explosive Devices Centre of
Excellence (C-IED) is also of particular importance for
Spain. It was established by an Agreement of the Council
of Ministers on 2 October 2009 and made available
to NATO’s Allied Command Transformation (ACT) in
November 2010 as a multinational unit and ‘Centre of
IED Centre of Excellence’ (CoE).

Excellence. Hoyo de
Manzanares, Spain.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Given the importance of the current threat from
improvised explosive devices, Spain hosts this Centre
of Excellence in Hoyo de Manzanares (Madrid), which is
certified by NATO as its main centre for research, doctrine
and training in this field, and involves the participation of
12 nations.
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The mission of the C-IED COE is to provide expertise
and leadership in counter-improvised explosive devices.
It also aims to reinforce the security of Spanish and
allied forces deployed in operations and to contribute to
improving our security, and that of our partners and allies, Technical
against terrorist or insurgent threats.
Operational

4.4 S
 panish Navy High Readiness Forces
(Maritime) Headquarters (SPMARFOR)

Practices. Evidence
collection.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

The High Readiness HQs offered by Spain take turns in
leading the component commands of the NATO Response
Force (NRF), which is defined as a set of technologically
advanced, flexible, deployable and sustainable land,
air and maritime forces ready to be deployed rapidly to
wherever they are needed.
In this regard, the High Readiness Maritime Headquarters
in Rota was certified in 2015 and the Spanish Navy High
Readiness Forces (Maritime) Headquarters (SPMARFOR)
Castilla (L-52).
is integrated into the Navy’s Maritime Action Force, LDP
©Revista Española
but can also play a multinational role, that of the NATO de Defensa
Response Force (NRF) maritime component command.
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This high readiness headquarters is located in Rota
(Cádiz), and involves the participation of eight nations.
Due to its deployable nature, the regular flagship of
SPMARFOR is amphibious assault ship Castilla, which
becomes a ‘floating’ HQ to conduct operations.

4.5 N
 ATO Rapid Deployable Corps - Spain
Headquarters (HQ NRDC-ESP)
In mid-1999, NATO defined a new strategic concept,
which saw the Cold War bloc confrontation as a thing of
the past and faced new challenges that required to have
a number of units and assets permanently available, and,
in particular, to have easily deployable high readiness
headquarters, capable of taking on missions of all types,
from conventional warfare to humanitarian aid operations.
The Spanish Government considers having this type of
headquarters as highly important, as it would allow the
Spanish Army to lead multinational operations inside or
outside NATO territory. Thus, NATO’s High Readiness
Force Land Headquarters (HRF (L) HQ) was activated
in early 2001. An assessment process was carried out
in 2002, which ended on 30 January 2003 when the
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR) sent
a report formally certifying that Headquarters NATO

40 years of Spain’s active participation in NATO

Amphibious Assault
Ship Castilla (L-52),
2015.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Operations Room at
the High Readiness
Land HQ. Bétera,
Spain.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

High Readiness
Land Headquarters.
Bétera, Spain.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Rapid Deployment Corps - Spain (HQ NRDC-ESP) had passed the criteria required to obtain Full
Operational Capability.
Since its establishment, HQ NRDC-ESP has been constantly evolving to achieve the highest
readiness to fulfil all the possible missions entrusted to it by Spain or NATO. It has been certified
in all the roles implemented by the Alliance: Land Component Command, Joint Command for lowintensity land operations and Army Corps for high-intensity combat.
In the second half of 2005, during the period of alert as NATO Rapid Response Force 5 Land
Component Command (NRF-5 LCC), under Joint Allied Command Lisbon, this HQ was activated
and deployed to Pakistan on a humanitarian mission to help the civilian population affected by
the earthquake that devastated the Kashmir region. The deployment began in the affected area
on 20 October and ended on 1 February 2006. This is the only time the NRF has been deployed
to date.
Throughout 2012, this HQ participated in ISAF’s mission by deploying around 200 troops to the
ISAF Joint Command (IJC), Kabul, Afghanistan.
Following the incorporation of the Czech Republic in 2020, the total number of nations currently
present at the headquarters is 12: Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Spain, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Our country also contributes to NATO’s Force Structure (NFS) through the Eurocorps Headquarters,
available to NATO as a High Readiness Headquarters

5

SPAIN’S
PARTICIPATION
IN NATO
STRUCTURES
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The Alliance has a NATO Command Structure (NCS) and a NATO Force Structure (NFS). Both
structures are elements that differentiate it from other international security and defence
organisations, since, in addition to the forces of its member states, it has some forces of its own15.
The NCS has two main branches. One is dedicated to planning and conducting operations and
comprises the Allied Command Operations (ACO), the Joint Force Commands (JFC) in Naples,
Brunssum and Norfolk, and the Land, Maritime and Air Commands (LANDCOM, MARCOM and
AIRCOM), among others. The other branch is dedicated to the transformation of the organisation,
with a clear focus on the future and on how to face new challenges and threats, and is made up
of Allied Command Transformation (ACT).
However, the NFS is essentially formed by all those headquarters, forces and facilities that nations
or groups of nations make available to the Alliance to be used in operations. In our case, Spain
offers the Alliance the High Readiness Forces (Maritime) Headquarters [SPMARFOR] and the High
Readiness Land Headquarters (HQ NRDC-ESP).
When Spain completed its full accession to NATO’s integrated military structure on 1 January 1999,
Spanish military personnel were progressively incorporated into the headquarters of NATO’s
command structure (NCS).
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Former NATO
Headquarters,
Brussels.
©Revista Española
de Defensa

15 Such as NATO’s Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) in Geilenkirchen (Germany) or the RQ-4 Global Hawk

drones of the Allied Ground Surveillance (AGS) programme in Sigonella (Italy).
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SPANISH MILITARY REPRESENTATIVES TO NATO AND EU
NOMBRE Y NAME AND SURNAME

List of MILREP
1982-2021

RANK

SERVICE

YEARS

JOSÉ SANTOS PERALBA

MAJOR GENERAL

AIR FORCE

AUGUST 1982
FEBRUARY 1983

FERNANDO RODRIGUEZ VENTOSA

MAJOR GENERAL

ARMY

FEBRUARY 1983
NOVEMBER 1984

JOSÉ MARIA SOBRINO DE LA SIERRA

ADMIRAL

NAVY

NOVEMBER 1984
DECEMBER 1986

JOSÉ RAMÓN PARDO DE SANTAYANA
Y COLOMA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

ARMY

JANUARY 1987
MAY 1990

FERNANDO PARDO DE SANTAYANA
Y COLOMA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

ARMY

JUNE 1990
JULY 1994

SANTIAGO VALDERAS CAÑESTRO

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

AIR FORCE

JULY 1994
JULY 1996

JOSÉ POBLACIONES PORTA

VICE ADMIRAL

NAVY

AUGUST 1996
JUNE 2000

LUIS FELIU ORTEGA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

ARMY

JUNE 2000
JUNE 2003

FRANCISCO JOSÉ GARCIA DE LA VEGA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

AIR FORCE

JUNE 2003
JUNE 2004

ANGEL VIEIRA DE LA IGLESIA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

AIR FORCE

JUNE 2004
SEPTEMBER 2006

JOSÉ MARIA TREVIÑO RUIZ

ADMIRAL

NAVY

OCTOBER 2006
AUGUST 2009

JUAN ANGEL MARTIN VILLALÓN

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

ARMY

SEPTEMBER 2009
AUGUST 2012

ANGEL MAZO DA PENA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

AIR FORCE

SEPTEMBER 2012
AUGUST 2015

JOSÉ LUIS URCELAY VERDUGO

ADMIRAL

NAVY

SEPTEMBER 2015
AUGUST 2018

JUAN MONTENEGRO ÁLVAREZ DE TEJERA

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

ARMY

SEPTEMBER 2018
AUGUST 2021

FRANCISCO JAVIER FERNÁNDEZ SÁNCHEZ

LIEUTENANT
GENERAL

AIR FORCE

SEPTEMBER 2021
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After 22 years in this structure, Spain holds
four general officer positions on a permanent
basis and five on a rotational basis, including
the post of commander of CAOC Torrejón and
the post of deputy commander of Joint Force
Command Brunssum. It also permanently holds
the post of ACOS J5 (responsible for planning)
of the Allied Joint Force Command Naples
and, on a rotational basis, the post of chief of
staff of the Maritime Component Command in
Northwood, United Kingdom.

Meeting of the NATO
Military Committee.
Brussels, 2021.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

More than 440 Spanish military officers
currently hold positions of responsibility in
different NATO structures, making Spain one
of the five most committed allies.
As we have seen, Spain contributes a great
deal to the Alliance. However, our country also
receives a lot from NATO and our allies.
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Training with the most advanced armed forces,
adopting NATO’s high standards and taking on
Allied doctrine have led to – and still lead to –
significant improvements in interoperability, as
well as in the readiness of our commands and
soldiers.
This results in the greater professional capacity
of our service members, who are highly
respected and enjoy great prestige among
their allied colleagues. Working together also
produces synergies that bring out the best in
the fusion of different mentalities and cultures.

Celebration of
Spain’s Armed
Forces Day (DIFAS)
at the Permanent
Representation,
Brussels. 2021.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

In addition, Spain also gains more specific
benefits, in terms of funding for exercises or
facilities, and in terms of the contracts Spanish
companies can obtain from NATO and its
agencies.
Moreover, NATO has had a significant impact
on capabilities since its establishment thanks
to several factors: a process of continuous
adaptation since the end of the Cold War in
1989; its enlargement to include seven new
members from Central and Eastern Europe
(increasing the number of members to 26); and
the 2010 Lisbon Summit, where the current
Strategic Concept was adopted, preparing
NATO to face the new challenges of the 21st

40 years of Spain’s active participation in NATO

Frigate
Navarra (F-85)
in SNMG2.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Hoisting of the NATO
flag at the High
Readiness Land HQ.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

century, such as terrorism, nuclear proliferation and cyber-attacks. Spain has played an important
role in this process and has benefited from it. Thus, in November 2006, the Riga Summit declared
the full operational capability of NATO’s Rapid Response Force (NRF), in which Spain has
participated in successive rotations.
Moreover, within the framework of rationalisation of means and financial savings as a result of the
New Command Structure, which is more reduced and flexible and less costly than the previous
structure, Spain also hosts one of the two Combined Air Operations Centres (CAOC), located in
Torrejón de Ardoz.
Therefore, by being a full member of the Alliance, Spain not only benefits from collective defence
through the commitment and solidarity of our allies, but also gains advantages from training,
readiness, capabilities, synergies, etc.
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MEDEVAC in ISAF, 2009.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOGISTICS

Double refuelling
at sea.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Lynx logistic
transport vehicle.
ISAF 2008.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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Medical air
evacuation to national
territory. UMAER and
Group 45.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

eFP maritime logistic
transport, 2021.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Hercules aircraft
logistic support
flight.
©Ministerio de
Defensa
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The various operations of the Spanish Armed Forces within the Atlantic Alliance entail not only
planning and leadership, but also a great logistic effort to be able to sustain operations over time,
trying at all times to ensure that our men and women carry out their tasks with the best materiel
and equipment, and in the best possible conditions.
The evolution of the scenarios in which Spanish forces have had to deploy and the experience
acquired have meant a radical change in logistic support in operations, and a great qualitative
leap in the capacity of the Armed Forces to support their units abroad.
Over the past forty years, our Armed Forces have deployed under the NATO umbrella in Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iraq and in the waters off the Horn of Africa. This has been an unprecedented logistic
challenge.
Troop support has gone from being based on sending the necessary resources and means to a
small number of areas of operations using the limited air and maritime assets available to having
defined lines of communication for the regular dispatch of these resources and means to more
than a dozen areas of operations, as well as the signing of framework agreements with logistics
operators to complement the capabilities of the Armed Forces.
Within the areas of operations, all different kinds of logistic support has been carried out from
national territory by the central logistic bodies of the Army, Navy and Air Force, in coordination
with the Operations Command.
It is also important to highlight the logistic health capacity that means being able to carry out 24/7
strategic medical air evacuations from any area of operations to national territory.

7

MILITARY HEALTHCARE
IN OPERATIONS
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MEDEVAC (Medical Evacuation) helicopter
and Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) in ISAF. 2007.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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Although medical support within NATO was initially seen as a strictly national responsibility, the
joint-combined nature of most missions and operations made it necessary to share this role with
other Allied countries, regardless of the type of primary task entrusted to each operation. For
Spain, this concept meant integrating the control and coordination of medical support to operations from joint-combined structures and covering the entire spectrum of support from planning
to implementation.
In combined planning, the participation of Military Medical Corps (CMS) personnel was initially
most significant in maritime operations, but has been reflected in all types of missions and operations, and its integration in various international headquarters is noteworthy.
The commitment to conducting and executing operations has involved an effort reflected in the
deployment of ROLE 1 and ROLE 2 medical formations, as well as in elements integrated into
the National Support Element (NSE) and Command Support Teams. All key specialities of
the Military Medical Corps (medicine, nursing,
pharmacy, veterinary medicine, dentistry and
psychology) have contributed to this momentum.
In the field of medical evacuations, Spain’s
contribution to both land and air in-theatre
medical evacuations in different missions is
particularly relevant. The Air Evacuation MedMilitary healthcare in
ical Unit (UMAER) has also been involved in
Solidarity Response II,
Pakistan. 2005. strategic air evacuations for almost 20 years.
©Ministerio de
Defensa

Both with medical training and evacuations,
integrated action in multinational assistance
and evacuation chains has been a constant.
We need only mention the multinational ROLE
2 capability deployed with the US and Bulgaria in Herat, Afghanistan.
Finally, there are two points worth noting for
their contribution to medical support to operations: the high percentage of women and the
commendable work of army medical support
personnel. The most poignant and meaningful example of both is soldier Idoia Rodríguez
Buján, who lost her life in a terrorist attack on
21 February 2007, while on duty as an ambulance driver in Afghanistan.

Role 2 Forward Support Base (FSB), Herat. 2007.
©Ministerio de Defensa
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SPAIN IN NATO
A story
of commitment
and success

Juan Francisco
Martínez Núñez

Admiral (R)
Undersecretary of
Defence for Political Affair
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In European public opinion NATO is a symbol of strength. A castle whose sturdiness is a guarantee
of the defence of its members, and of the values and cultural traits of the Western world. A castle
that remained intact during the ordeal of the Cold War, while its adversary fell victim to its own
contradictions and eventually crumbled.
NATO remains the bulwark of deterrence and collective defence in Europe, but it is also much
more. NATO’s strength lies not only in its military power, but in the evidence that it stands for
a freer and more humane world, founded on shared values and guaranteed by consensus in
decision-making. Consensus which implies the conviction and reassurance for each Member
State that its opinion will be heard and a decision will not be taken without its consent. The real
secret of NATO’s longevity is that its members have always felt comfortable and secure within the
organisation.
Alongside its strength, the Alliance can also make use of negotiation, dialogue, consultation and
confidence-building measures, as reflected in Articles 1, 2, 4 and 7 of the Washington Treaty,
perhaps not as well known as Article 5, but equally important. This duality between strength and
readiness for dialogue, hard power and soft power, makes the organisation particularly attractive.
Those who join know that they will benefit from a military umbrella unequalled in the world, but
also that it will rarely have to be used. As Sun Tzu said almost 3,000 years ago, the maximum
expression of strength is reached when it is no longer necessary to resort to it. NATO knows a lot
about that.
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Commemoration
of 9/11 in Brussels,
2021.
© NATO

40 years of Spain’s active participation in NATO

It is 40 years since Spain joined the Atlantic Alliance. This anniversary will be given due recognition
at a NATO Summit in Madrid.
The story of how Spain joined the Alliance and how it developed within it brings us back to
the idea of a dual NATO, a combination of force and outstretched hands, which has been so
important in European development. A story that can explain many things, not only about our
defence policy, but also about our evolution towards a modern democratic society, and it may
therefore be interesting to take a brief look at it.
Like all Alliance members, Spain approached the Alliance seeking security. The situation in
Europe was difficult at the end of the 1970s and Spain was going through a period that was as
exciting as it was uncertain. At the same time, NATO was an open door to something our country
strongly desired: a full return to the European political arena.
One evocative image sums up what Spain’s accession to NATO meant: the chronologically
arranged photographs of Allied countries joining NATO that preside over the modern Allied
Headquarters in Brussels. A good photo is never a coincidence. Spain is right in the middle of
the current thirty members and this conveys the impression that our country joined a hitherto
exclusive club which, precisely after our accession, begins a path of openness. In many respects,
Spain’s membership served as a catalyst and an example for managing the cascading accessions
from 1999 onwards.
Spain joined NATO in a special and atypical way. It initially remained outside the military structure
and its relations were marked by a series of coordination agreements. The allies at the time, and
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P3 Orion 11th Wing
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especially the United States, showed flexibility and understanding, appreciating the many positive
things that Spain could offer, and also the boost that definitive membership of the Washington
Treaty Organization would give the then young Spanish democracy.
Military collaboration with the Alliance was not, however, unprecedented for the Spanish Armed
Forces. The defence treaty with the United States had, de facto, committed Spain to the defence of
Europe, with logical consequences in terms of military cooperation, doctrine and interoperability.
Indeed, membership of the Alliance made it possible to rationalise this Treaty, which became the
1988 Agreement on Defence Cooperation. It established a balanced relationship between
the two sides and a US presence in our country more in line with the security situation toward the end
of the Cold War.
It was at this point that our added value to the Alliance became most apparent. The early 1990s
witnessed a veritable explosion of Spain’s image in the world: the Barcelona Olympic Games,
the commemoration of the 5th Centenary of the Discovery of America and the Madrid Peace
Conference on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict brought Spain to the forefront of international
attention.
NATO was also trying to adapt to changing times at that moment. United Nations peace operations
had become a model of military contribution to the ‘new world order’ announced, and Spain had
demonstrated an outstanding capacity in these operations, thanks to the exemplary performance
of its Armed Forces, whether in Africa, Central America or the former Yugoslavia. This was not
lost on the Allies.
The coincidence of an Alliance seeking to adapt to a new landscape and a new member that
seemed to be moving well within it led to a progressive increase in Spain’s influence in NATO.

40 years of Spain’s active participation in NATO

At first these were simply small gestures, usually at the initiative of the United States, which was
committed to us from the very outset.
A key first step was the US ceding to Spain a seat in what was then the jewel in NATO’s crown,
the mighty Standing Naval Force Atlantic. The truth is that, within a few months, that first officer
in the Integrated Military Structure was followed by others, and we quickly went from being mere
liaisons with allied commanders to exercising decision-making responsibilities.
Spain was also very active in ideas and initiatives. It is often said that Spaniards have made
an exemplary contribution to the Alliance with the operations of our Armed Forces, but not so
much in the debate on ideas. Nothing could be further from the truth. In the 1990s, our country
proposed a progressive shift from a static and defensive NATO to a more agile and expeditionary
organisation. It also contributed significantly to shifting the Alliance’s attention southwards. The
Mediterranean Dialogue initiative, also proposed by Spain, was another sign of the Alliance’s
double shift in direction: on the one hand, the south was appearing on NATO’s strategic horizon;
on the other, deterrence was giving way to, or at least making room for, dialogue. In that decade,
the Alliance moved from being a ‘fortress that protects’ to a ‘bridge that unites’. It gradually
became the backbone of a network of partnerships with neighbouring countries, with others
further afield and with the European Union itself, which was then beginning to think about its own
security and defence policy.
At the same time, the transformation of Eastern Europe posed another challenge to NATO,
sometimes manifesting itself in worrying conflict, as in the case of the former Yugoslavia. At
other times as a dilemma, as many of the Soviet Union’s satellite states began to ask to join
the Alliance. NATO’s eastward enlargement promised undoubted advantages, but it also risked
hurting the sensitivities of the fluctuating new Russian Federation, which was then in a difficult
economic and social situation. It was then that the Alliance became embroiled in the first armed
conflict in its history. The civil war in Bosnia-Herzegovina forced the organisation to intervene
in support of the United Nations. It was a complete success and NATO proved decisive in
convincing all parties to the conflict to come to the negotiating table, soon leading to the Dayton
Agreement.
At the very end of the conflict, the Alliance elected a Spaniard, Javier Solana, as Secretary
General. This decision was a recognition of Spain’s work in the field of security and defence and
also a sign of the Alliance’s new orientation, with attention no longer concentrated exclusively in
one direction, but now spread across the whole of Europe.
US influence and its confidence in Spain’s military capabilities had meant that, despite its nonintegration into the military structure, our contingents were increasingly present in Alliance
exercises and manoeuvres. The obvious consequence was that the modality of Spanish military
involvement through the 1986 coordination agreements had been more than achieved. Full
integration into NATO’s military structure seemed the most logical solution and was implemented
in 1999.
After the ordeal of the Kosovo intervention, also successfully achieved, the new strategy,
expressed in the 1999 Strategic Concept, was maintained for more than a decade in harmony
with international reality.
Even following the strategic surprise of the devastating terrorist attack on New York and Washington
in September 2001, NATO was quick to activate Article 5 for the first time in its history. Somewhat
later, the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks would lead the Alliance into its most difficult mission, taking
over the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan.
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Meanwhile, the Alliance continued to enlarge. Three Eastern European countries joined in 1999
and no less than nine more in 2004. A process that inevitably went hand in hand with progressive
disagreement with Russia, which became evident in 2007 with the major cyber-attack on Estonia
and in 2008 with the crisis in Georgia.
Tension with Russia influenced the evolution of the Alliance. The core missions of the 2010
Strategic Concept, collective defence, crisis management and cooperative security, were rather
blurred after the Ukraine crisis in 2014, which marked a certain return to approaches and patterns
that were thought to have been overcome. Faced with the idea of a NATO that was responsive
across 360 degrees of its geography, the Organization shifted its centre of gravity and action to
the East and North.
A context that gave us a new opportunity to commit to cohesion and solidarity. And again Spain
led by example, responding to the concerns of Eastern Allies with land, naval and air deployments
in forward presence missions. Showing solidarity when an ally feels threatened is one of the
Alliance’s most positive activities, and Spain has always been ready to participate, as it did with
the deployment of an anti-missile battery in Turkey to protect Turkish civilians from possible
attacks from Syrian territory.
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The failure of the abrupt withdrawal of the allied mission in Afghanistan and the resulting grim
situation of loss of rights, especially of the weakest (women and girls), does not tarnish the
immense efforts in that country over two decades, but should nourish the hope that the seed of
modernity, respect and dignity sown in Afghan society for 20 years can grow in the future. The
hard lesson of the Afghan scenario should help us to find a better way forward, noting that the
transformation of the countries we want to help empower and modernise must come from within,
avoiding any perception of imposition, which will prove ineffective in the long run.
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NATO’s expansion has strengthened its potential and also its legitimacy. Thirty states are a
substantial part of the international community. The trade-off is that it is more difficult to reach
consensus with 30 members. Any attempt to reach important agreements today requires
more coordination, needs to build on previous complicities and enjoy a wide network of good
friendships.
As the Minister of Defence has already mentioned, Spain’s current contribution to NATO
is based on four fundamental axes. The first seeks to reinforce the Alliance’s foundational
capability, Collective Defence, which is still in full force. The second seeks to deepen what is
a clear complementarity between NATO and the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy.
The Alliance’s own diversity has helped create an organisation open to the realities of a more
complex and interdependent security environment that requires collaboration with other
partners in multidimensional security management. Collaboration with the European Union,
which in turn will help to strengthen the link between the United States and Europe and
develop a common security strategy, is one of the most promising future challenges for both
organisations.
The third axis seeks to reinforce industrial and technological excellence, which is increasingly
necessary to maintain the guarantee of effective security and defence in the face of an expected
dramatic transformation of military technology in the coming decades. Finally, the fourth axis also
introduces an element of modernity, in this case more related to the values of the societies NATO
protects. This is Human Security, understood not in opposition to traditional national or collective
security, but as an element that complements and reinforces them, seeking to prevent conflicts
through respect for human dignity, maintaining satisfactory life expectations and the provision of
basic services to populations at risk.

Standing Naval
Forces (SNMG 1).
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In short, the story of Spain’s relationship with the Atlantic Alliance is a success story. Spain
has benefited from the security umbrella provided by NATO, its considerable influence on the
modernisation of our Armed Forces and the international clout that membership of the Alliance
brings to any state. NATO has benefited from Spain’s strategic location, from its commitment
to providing capabilities, infrastructure and ideas, and above all from a different and enriching
strategic outlook.
In the whirlwind of global change we are currently experiencing, NATO emerges as an indispensable
instrument, a cornerstone of European defence and the hope that we can meet challenges with
solidarity and cohesion. Spain has felt protected within the Alliance and has done everything in its
power to ensure that other allies and partners also feel protected. We want the security we find
in NATO to extend into a 21st century full of uncertainties. In a few months’ time we will have the
opportunity to renew and materialise this commitment at the Madrid Summit
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On 14 June 2021, the NATO Summit held at the Organisation’s Headquarters in Brussels launched
a process of far-reaching reform of the Atlantic Alliance that will culminate at the Madrid Summit
in 2022.
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More than a year and a half after the initiative was launched at the NATO Leaders Meeting in
London on 4 December 2019, the first concrete action to adapt our Alliance to the new strategic
challenges facing the world was taken at the Brussels 2021 Summit. NATO Secretary General
Jens Stoltenberg presented an ‘instruction manual’ entitled NATO 2030, which aims to build a
more politically oriented, more global NATO with stronger military power.
Approved by the Heads of State and Government on 14 June 2021, the NATO 2030 initiative
is the product of ongoing reflection on what the future holds for the Organisation and on how
to respond to a strategic landscape shaped by all kinds of threats. These threats come from
both long-standing and more recent sources: Russia is displaying renewed assertiveness, while
China has been the subject of extensive debate and the threat of Jihadist terrorism remains
omnipresent. Meanwhile, the use of new disruptive technologies is giving rise to widespread,
hybrid cyber threats, obliging us to reinforce our traditional military forces and build moreresilient societies. It will also force us to talk to each other more. By this, I am referring to political
discussion – we must not forget NATO’s role as the main platform for dialogue between the two
shores of the Atlantic.
The Brussels Summit was hugely important for two other reasons: the presence of the new
president of the US, and the dialogue and consensus-building approach advocated by
President Biden at the summit. While he was in Brussels, President Biden re-emphasised
the United States’ commitment to the Alliance and his government’s pledge to uphold the
Organisation’s founding principles. For Washington, NATO remains the most important platform
for the defence and security of the political West and a vital forum for transatlantic dialogue.
Since he came to power, President Biden has sent some encouraging signals, which have
been enthusiastically received at NATO Headquarters: he has expressed his commitment to
NATO and emphasised the importance of the Alliance – and of the Allies themselves – in
Washington’s new foreign and defence policy. The new US president’s declarations were
widely anticipated because we are all aware that the reforms we are embarking upon would
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be impossible without active participation, firm commitment and dynamic leadership from the
United States.
I would also like to mention this year’s Madrid Summit, or ‘Madrid ’22’ as it has become known
here. The 2022 Madrid Summit offers the most tangible evidence yet of the mutual commitment
between NATO and Spain. We have been tasked with organising this summit because the Allies
and the Alliance itself view us as a politically reliable and militarily responsible Ally. An Ally that
demonstrates its commitment through its actions day after day. Nobody can ignore Spain’s
presence in almost every NATO activity, mission and operation: Iraq, Turkey, Latvia, Lithuania, the
Standing Naval Forces, operation Sea Guardian in the Mediterranean, Romania – until recently
– and Afghanistan, where we spent almost 20 years and paid a high human cost. The quietly
professional work of our Armed Forces, who have been deployed under NATO’s blue flag for
many years now, has made a significant contribution to the diplomatic success we have achieved.
I am very grateful to all these men and women.
The Madrid Summit is set to be the most important Allied summit in recent years because of
its objectives and its focus on the future of the Alliance. The NATO 2030 decision package will
be launched at the summit, alongside a new Strategic Concept, the official document outlining
NATO’s enduring purpose and nature, as well as its main functions. Of course, the new Allied
Strategic Concept will be known as the ‘Madrid Strategic Concept’.
Madrid will change the Alliance, and we are expected to deliver in both form and content. As
well as coordinating the logistics and protocol for the summit, our allies expect Spain to play a
proactive role in building a new Alliance for a new era. There is no doubt in my mind that we will
be up to the task, just as we were at the 1997 Madrid Summit and as we have been ever since we
joined NATO in May 1982.
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